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It is all hands on deck as the excitement mounts and preparations
move up a gear for the ISSA56 Convention to be held at the end
of May. 

As many of you will know, the Convention is being held on a
cruise ferry between Copenhagen and Oslo and we are delighted
to say that it also coincides with the Nor-Shipping trade exhibition
in Oslo. 

This year’s Convention marks a series of firsts for ISSA. It is
the first time we will have held Convention at sea and it is the first
time we will have held Convention in early summer as opposed to
the autumn. We hope this exciting change of location and timing
is going to be met with great interest from all parties.

Because it is not being held on dry land it brings about many
challenges we have not had to think about before, mainly ones of
a logistics nature. For instance, if you miss the boat, you miss the
boat and you cannot be lifted in by helicopter! So my advice is
book now to avoid disappointment.

There are also other challenges such as the planning of
accommodation. There are a limited number of cabins available
on the vessel and unlike holding Convention ashore, if we run out
of cabins there are no additional hotel rooms around the corner.
We could possibly arrange a row boat but that isn’t to be
recommended. 

On the other hand, having the Convention at sea does have its

advantages. We will have a captive audience and, we hope,
dedicated interest from all the delegates and their spouses who
will be attending. It will give all delegates an opportunity to do
some top quality networking as well as some hard earned
shipboard R&R. 

This year’s Convention will run in a different way because of
the new ISSA set up. Instead of us holding an Executive meeting
one day and the Board meeting the next day, the Executive Board

A number of ship owners have seen their
businesses return to good times, most notably in
the container market. This will have a knock-on
effect to us as suppliers. Hopefully as the owners
come through the other side and strengthen their 
own financial bottom lines, they will think of not
just themselves, but other people. We need to
ensure they do not sail alone without supporting
us as well

Dear ISSA Members and Maritime Colleagues
Foreword
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will now have an extensive meeting the day before Convention and
we shall have the new Assembly meeting on the last day of
Convention.

Because of the time limitations involved, we are going to send
all Assembly members as much material as possible beforehand
so they can think of any issues they would like to raise from what
they have read. There will then be a question and answer style
format to the session. It will be a little more concentrated in the
way it is run, but hopefully one that is just as informative.

Hopefully everybody who is coming along will recognise this is
going to be the new format and the professional way in which we
would like to conduct the Assembly meeting. 

As usual we will be holding elections for places on the ISSA
Board and, of course, I am up for election too. There will be four
places up for election on the Executive Board. Three of these are
due to the rotation system and one of these is due to the
retirement of Hennig Engels, Chairman of the German
Shipsuppliers Association, who also retired from his post at the
national association at the end of last year. 

To be eligible for election to the Executive Board you need to
spend two years on the Assembly, so he felt it was only fair to allow
his successor, Ralf-Thomas Rapp, to build up some experience
to give him the best possible chance of joining the Board in the
future. 

There has been a chink of light at the end of a very dark tunnel
in the economy crisis. Although the industry is trying its best to
come through the global economic downturn some ship suppliers
are continuing to struggle with credit issues and this is still a key
priority for ISSA. 

However, a number of ship owners have seen their businesses
return to good times, most notably in the container market. This
will have a knock-on effect to us as suppliers. Hopefully as the
owners come through the other side and strengthen their own
financial bottom lines, they will think of not just themselves, but
other people. We need to ensure they do not sail alone without
supporting us as well.

I have received extremely positive feedback regarding the ISSA

Quality Standard 2010. Already from January 1st  this year, we
have approved as many members as we did for the whole of last
year  –  close to over 20 member companies. I certainly hope the
new scheme we have put together in the Quality Standard is one
of the reasons why people feel this is worthwhile.

I received these figures only recently and they spell excellent
news because they really show a significant increase and interest
in the ISSA Quality Standard. One of the reasons behind this
upsurge in interest, I believe, lies in the work we have put in, in
updating the terms and demands of the ISSA Quality Standard.
The industry at large, is also beginning to realise the importance of
working with an accepted quality ship supplier as opposed to one
who hasn’t been audited under the programme.

These efforts to improve the quality of global ship supply will
also be driven home again at the ISSA Convention as more and
more companies need to be audited, and it is hoped we will be
able to build even further on our membership growth. 

I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the
ISSA56 Convention in May, a round-up of which will appear in the
Summer issue of The Ship Supplier.

You can keep up to date with all the latest news on the ISSA
website at www.shipsupply.org

Send in your comments and views to the ISSA Secretariat
either by phone on +44 (0) 20 7626 6236; Fax +44 20 7626 6234
or email secretariat@shipsupply.org

Jens Olsen
ISSA President

Already from January 1st this year, we have
approved as many members as we did for the
whole of last year – close to over 20 member
companies





Singapore
Tiger burning bright

As one of the busiest ports in the world, Singapore is an
enviable location for ship suppliers, where a high volume of ship
traffic around the Malay Peninsula ensures a constant demand for
goods amid the backdrop of cosmopolitan culture in this unique
island country.  

Famously dubbed as one of the ‘Asian Tiger’ regions for its
burgeoning industrialisation since the 1960s, the Singapore
economy, along with Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan,
experienced phenomenal growth in the latter part of the 
20th century. 

As the world shakes off the effects of a crippling recession,
Singapore has emerged triumphant and with an economic growth
rate of 17.9% during the first half of 2010, this multi-cultural nation,
which five million people call home, shows no signs of falling foul
to the economic downturn which has been so damaging to much
of the western world.

Abdul Hameed Hajah, Honorary Secretary of the Singapore
Association of Ship Suppliers, said only a small number of ship
chandlers in the region have been damaged by the recession: “I

believe it is safe to say this shipping recession has not affected all
ship suppliers in this region. Rather, only some of the smaller
suppliers may have been affected because of the limited customer
base whereas others, especially the medium and large size ship
suppliers, still claim to have enjoyed a growth in volume in 2010
compared to 2009.”

Singapore’s growth is not limited to the expanding of current
businesses, as the ship supply industry has experienced an
impressive boom in the Asian market, with an increase in the
number of new ship suppliers registered in countries such as
Vietnam, Indonesia, China, India, Malaysia, the Philippines and
Thailand. 

Mr Hajah explained how the Asian ship supply industry could
improve further through businesses with the ISSA Quality
Certification as this offers “assurance, trust and reliability in
providing Quality products and services”. He added: “This will have
a positive impact on the views ship owners have towards suppliers
in this developing but largely untapped Asian region and we hope
they will eventually engage these ISSA Member suppliers to

receive more general ship stores in this
region. The Executive ISSA Team is
working hard to achieve this goal with the
good leadership of our President Jens
Olsen. With this proactive Committee
working together with a common aim, we
are sure we are nearing this goal day by
day with the ISSA quality standards
programme in place.” 

Though Mr Hajah was positive about
the prospects for growth of the ship supply
industry in the region, he expressed
concerns regarding increases in outgoings
for businesses and explained how the cost
of running a successful company has
increased for a number of reasons, such
as land and rental costs, transportation,
labour and materials. He said considering
this, profit margins have “become lower
compared to five or 10 years ago”. “Many
companies are targeting on sales volume
and a multi-customer base, rather than
margin base. The key concern here is the
ship supply industry is becoming a low
profit margin industry, where companies
can only survive if the sales volume is
maintained with a good customer base
which pays well on time,” he added.

Regarding his own ship supply
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Abdul Hameed Hajah, Honourable Secretary of the Singapore 
       Association of Ship Suppliers
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business, Black Sea Marine and Trading, of which Mr Hajah is
Chief Executive, he explained how the company has benefited
from a traditional and conservative approach, serving the marine
market with a broad client base. In 2007, the company established
a corporation partnership with German ship catering and technical
supply company the Kloska-Group and established a subsidiary
company, Uwe Kloska Shipsupply Far East, which mainly serves
the German market. Mr Hajah said this partnership enabled Black
Sea Marine and Trading to benefit from the Kloska-Group’s
expertise in the technical, spares and catering markets and added:
“Our volume of business has been maintained in the last few years
with successful partnerships like these”. Owing to a focus on
quality and value through competitive pricing, Mr Hajah said his
company serves many long-standing clients who have remained
customers over a number of years. 

Black Sea Marine and Trading is certified with the ISSA Quality
Certification and Mr Hajah explained how this is ‘popular with ship
owners’. He also emphasised the importance of providing quality
customer service and said his business has adopted standards
set by the International Organization for Standardization, which are
strictly adhered to by his company’s management.

Describing his hopes for the Singapore ship supply industry in
2011, Mr Hajah reiterated the importance of ship suppliers

embracing quality standards: “There is a significant growth in the
number of ship suppliers and I would like a more qualified group
of companies with our ISSA Quality Standards certification and
ISO certification. There are currently only a handful (less than 10%
of the total number of ship suppliers in Singapore) to have met
these standards.

A definite benefit for vessel operators seeking a ship supply
service in the port of Singapore is the variety of goods available at
the port. As a nation which ‘thrives on international trade’, a large
number of goods are imported from different continents but Mr
Hajah also noted how locally-produced products such as dry
stores, fresh produce, drinks, catering products and general
technical stores are widely available from ship suppliers based in
the region. 

Mr Hajah described Singapore as ‘a one stop shop’ for ship
stores and a ‘hub’ where the majority of ship owners passing
through Asia will find a wide choice of technical and fresh supplies,
including “competitive bonded duty free supply”. He added: “Ship
owners and managers are served well by the majority of the 
pr  ofessional ship suppliers in Singapore and we are proud to say
we may be one of the best ports in Asia to receive stores, 
bunkers, logistics, crew change and many more services in the
marine sector.” ■
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 Established in 1989, Kejurubuhan is a company specialising in
the fields of emergency spares supplies and minor urgent repairs
for vessels. With its head office in the town of Masai in the Johor
Bahru District and a retail outlet in Johor Port, Kejurubuhan aims to
reduce the time and costs required of shipping companies when
ships are diverted away for emergency repairs and technical
services, by conducting such repairs during ship loading and
discharging operations instead.

Products offered by Kejurubuhan, which holds an ISSA Quality
Certification, include deck and cabin supplies, charts, safety
products, technical products, spare parts, flags and bunkers while
technical services include the repair of radio, electrical, motor,
generator and air conditioning equipment. 

Offering such a wide range of services has assisted
Kejurubuhan in overcoming the recession but as Dion How,
Business Development Executive, explained, the company has also
streamlined its strategy by encouraging staff to work longer hours
and sourcing cheaper, direct manufacturers instead of going through
third parties.  He added: “We also try buying at shorter payment

terms and paying shorter credit periods in order to get cheaper
stock. Finally, we are more careful and stringent when offering credit
terms to owners and agents. We do checks and audits of our stocks
and have a quality checking system where we only release items
after completing quality checks which are personally supervised by
our management (our operations director).” 

As Mr How explained, many of the company’s staff have been
based at Kejurubuhan for between three and 10 years and through
training and guidance, have developed a ‘hands on’ approach to
product knowledge. He also described his company’s plans for
2011, the first of which is to “establish a stable information
technology system, able to enhance the response towards our
customers efficiently, while also meeting the urgency of their
enquiries and needs”. A consultant company will also be recruited
this year to ‘inject’ the ISO 9001:2008 quality systems and
certification to the company, while plans to set up further
strategically placed offices within the Malaysian region and to
introduce more brands and products from overseas are also in
process. ■

Malaysia
Cutting the cost of service





Norway is known for its rich shipping heritage where, to this day,
97,000 people make their livelihoods from the maritime industry.
Demand for goods and services has remained healthy for the
Norwegian ship supply industry but as Marit Eggen, General
Secretary at Norwegian Maritime Suppliers confirmed, there are still
some key issues to address in considering the needs of her
association’s members: “For the last year we have been lobbying to
stop the 14-day rule applicable in Norway, where a ship has to be
abroad for 14 days if you have customs-free meat on board. 

“Norwegian ship suppliers are losing out to the tune of €1m
because of this rule. We have presented this problem to different

members of the Norwegian Parliament but also in Brussels. The
Minister of Finance, Mr Sigbjørn Johnsen, has asked Norwegian
Customs to look into this 14-day rule again and we will continue to
lobby to remove this rule as we are the only country in Europe to
practise it.”

Ms Eggen also described how oil and gas markets, particularly
in countries such as Brazil, have created sustainable developing
markets which have enhanced business for Norwegian ship
suppliers. Developments in the Norwegian fleet have also signalled
new opportunities for ship suppliers, as Ms Eggen confirmed: “All
the major ship chandlers are pleased with the speed Norwegian ship
owners are developing their international fleet. The short sea shipping
fleet is another issue, and now we need the Government to facilitate
the Norwegian coast with LNG terminals all along the coastline so
Norwegian owners can renew their home fleet.” Ms Eggen compared
the problem of a lack of bunkering facilities to the notion of building
motor cars prior to petrol stations.

Understandably, ship suppliers are looking forward to
forthcoming events in the region as Ms Eggen confirmed: “The
shipping industry increasingly moves offshore to service the oil and
gas industry, and we are particularly interested to follow the first-ever
Agenda Offshore conference at NorShipping, where José Sergio
Gabrielli, Chief Executive of Petrobras will be the keynote speaker. In
addition this year’s ISSA conference is held on a ship between
Copenhagen and Oslo during the end of NorShipping, so being up
north for the end of May makes it possible to kill two birds with one
stone.” ■

As a supplier to ferry lines operating in the Baltic Sea and off
the west coast of Sweden, Servera is a ship supply company
focused on the provision of frozen and fresh produce, wine, spirits
and beers, catering equipment, imported goods and more. Since
the company was established in 2007, an extensive stock
catalogue has developed with over 30,000 products available to
caterers both onboard and ashore. 

As Keijo Hiltunen, Shipping Manager, explained, the recession
has increased the number of ferry passengers making short trips
to purchase duty free products abroad, thus improving the income
of ferry lines and creating a positive market position for Servera in
being able to sell more provisions. However, Mr Hiltunen also said
the Swedish krona has become expensive against the euro at this
time, meaning some non-Swedish customers may source their
provisions from other European countries. 

Despite this situation, Mr Hiltunen was optimistic about the
current market for ship suppliers in his region and described the
importance of Swedish ferries purchasing supplies from local

companies rather than getting them imported from abroad – a
practice which could be deemed as non-environmentally sound
owing to excessive air and shipping miles. Through a process
where all deliveries are double checked, the Servera team aims to
ensure accuracy and the company’s relationship with customers
abroad also remains strong, particularly as a number of Servera
employees are fluent in a range of different languages.

Having gained ISO 14001 in 1999 and ISO 9001 in 2003,
Servera has 80 field sales personnel and 130 in-house sales staff
and is part of the family-owned business Axel Johnson. Servera
also offers a number of Scandinavian products such as Swedish
game, meat and poultry, salmon, cloudberries, whitefish roe
(Swedish caviar), meatballs, Swedish yellow mushrooms,
Norwegian Reindeer meat and cloudberries. “Our company offers
a wide assortment of goods and a fast service for all harbours in
Sweden. We can even assist with supplying outside of our
country”, Mr Hiltunen concluded. ■
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Norway
A maritime nation

Sweden
Encouraging local custom

Marit Eggen, General Secretary at Norwegian 
Maritime Suppliers



Having experienced an ‘upward trend’ during the first few
months of 2011, the Danish ship supply industry is hitting back
against the recession according to Leif Hermansen, Chairman of
the Danish Shipsuppliers Association: “In my opinion, most ship
suppliers realised the gravity of this recession and managed to
adjust themselves to the new conditions. Due to this fact, they are
still competitive and able to provide the same level of services.”

But in this time of recession, what challenges does the Danish
ship supply industry face? “From the point of view of the Danish
Ship Supply Association, we still face big challenges and from the
authorities in particular, who implement new systems, despite the
fact these new systems have not been sufficiently tested.” Mr
Hermansen cited the Excise Movement and Control System
(EMCS) as an example of such. 

As Managing Director at ISPS certified ship supply company
Danish Supply Corporation, which includes five supply departments
based in the ports of Esbjerg, Aarhus, Skagen, Kalundborg and
Copenhagen, Mr Hermansen has seen improvements in the market

for Danish produce. 
He confirmed pork and sliced cold meats are important product

lines while Danish cigarettes have also proven popular with
customers. ‘Bake off’ food products for use on ferries and offshore
installations are also best sellers. “The most popular products sold
at this time are high quality beef, strip loins and tenderloins in
particular” he added. 

Operating from the port of Esbjerg, which is situated on the
Jutland peninsula in southwest Denmark, the Lysholdt branch of
the Danish Supply Corporation is particularly well-situated to serve
the offshore industry. Mr Hermansen said an emphasis on quality
and price has allowed Lysholdt to meet customer demands and in
a bid to fulfill customer requirements in the offshore segment, the
company’s fleet of offshore chilled and freezer containers is currently
being extended. As Mr Hermansen confirmed, the company has
built up gradually over time: “Lysholdt started business in 1913 in
small premises with one employee. Today we have 5,000sq m at
our disposal and 40 people employed.” ■
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Denmark
Success with local produce



Matti Kokkala, Chairman of the Finnish Ship Suppliers
Association, comes from a rich family tradition of ship chandlery,
beginning in 1919 when his grandfather started a ship supply
company in Uuras (now part of Russia), prior to his family moving to
Finland and selling the business in 1976. Mr Kokkala joined the ME
Group in 1994 before taking on the role of Group Director in 2002.
He is an Executive Vice President of ISSA and Treasurer of OCEAN,
the European Ship Suppliers Organization.

Describing the recession and its effect on the ship supply
industry in his region, Mr Kokkala said: “It’s not at the same level
which it was before the recession but the situation is getting better.
As with ship suppliers from other European regions, we are now
working under new customs regulations, where in the European
Union, ship supply is considered as export from the 1st January
2011. This is a positive signal for Finnish ship suppliers as ordinary
companies which have been delivering products such as spare
parts to vessels, must now have a licence to deliver those items
without VAT onboard and so, our members are able to deliver

without taxes on these products, which is not the case for ordinary
companies.” 

Though implementing regulatory change can prove a challenge
for some companies, Mr Kokkala said he has a ‘firm belief’ the
Finnish ship supply market will be ‘the winners of this change’. This
new legislation will be favourable for Mr Kokkala’s own company, as
the ME Group supplies a range of popular tax-free products
including alcohol, tobacco, sweets, cosmetics and perfumes and
has offices based in six locations – Turku, Rauma, Oulu, Mariehamn,
Stockholm and an Estonian branch in the capital city of Tallinn. The
ME Group has grown as a provider of Finnish spirits and liquors and
Mr Kokkala noted how currently, products such as cognac are
popular with customers. The ME Group has adopted a strategy of
doing all physical handling and storage in-house, providing the ability
to react quickly and assist customers during every aspect of the
production line – an approach which according to Mr Kokkala, has
helped develop relationships with customers, making 2010 “one of
the best years so far” for the company. ■
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Embracing change
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Over 20 Members have been
approved by the ISSA Quality
Standard 2010 in the first two

months of this year – more than the total
number for the whole of last year.

The figure underpins the determination
of the International Shipsuppliers & Services
Association to improve the quality of global
ship supply.

The ISSA Quality Standard was devised
to set the minimum standard bench-mark
for the ship supply industry that ISSA
Members should strive to achieve and an
updated Standard came into effect on 1st
January this year to take into account a
number of fresh initiatives. 

These included catering standards
onboard ship and many environmental
considerations such as avoiding the use of
excessive packaging and better control of
the disposal of toxic and carcinogenic
material in port.

ISSA President Jens Olsen said: “These
figures are excellent news because they

really show a significant increase and
interest in the ISSA Quality Standard. But
more and more companies need to be
audited and we hope we will be able to build
even further on our membership growth.”

He said efforts to improve the quality of
ship supply worldwide would be driven
home further at the ISSA56 Annual
Convention, being held on a cruise 
ferry between Copenhagen and Oslo from
May 27-29th.

It is the first time Convention has been

held at sea and it is also a departure from
its usual autumn calendar slot. Not only that,
it is the first Convention following the new
ISSA formation on 1st January, 2011 which
saw the nine Executive Committee
members become the new ISSA Executive
Board and the setting up of the ISSA
Assembly. The Assembly is made up of one
representative from each of ISSA’s national
associations plus the Assembly Member for
Associate Membership.

On the Convention agenda, as usual,
will be elections onto the ISSA Executive
Board. This year there will be four places up
for election, three of these due to the
rotation system and one due to the
retirement of Hennig Engels who, up until
last year, was also chairman of the national
association in Germany.

“This is the first time we have ever held
our Convention at sea and we hope 
this exciting change of location is going to
be met with interest from all parties,” said
Mr Olsen. ■

Surge in bid for ISSA quality standard approval

Thome warns suppliers to chase their money
One of the shipmanagement

sectors leading players Thome
Ship Management has backed

industry calls for greater vigilance when it
comes to chasing money owed by
managers and owners.

Bjorn Hojgaard, Managing Director,
told The Ship Supplier that the situation
was worse than it was a few years ago. He
said ship suppliers should look at ways of
minimising the effect late payment has on
their operations. 

“I think more and more suppliers
should ask for cash upfront or at least
demand shorter credit terms to minimise
the effect on themselves,” said Mr
Hojgaard. “That is a progression but it will

push more owners over the brink but it is
a necessity and everyone has to be wary
of the fact that there are a lot of problems
out there and they need to make sure they
will get paid.”

He also raised the issue of the ship
managers’ agency status and what effect
this has when suppliers are chasing
money.

“The important part to note here is the
agency status that ship managers operate
under in accordance with the BIMCO
rules. We are always issuing our purchase
orders on behalf of the various owners but
many people even within the industry are
not fully conversant with the agency
aspect and what that means. When a
supplier sells goods and services to an
owner through a manager, if that owner
defaults, the supplier has to go after the
remains of that default, he cannot pursue
the manager,” he warned. ■



Aproven success for many land-based industries,
outsourcing is a relatively novel concept for shipping, but
one which is increasingly being viewed as a progressive

business approach, ideal for the ship supply sector. 
Representing between 3% and 5% of a vessel’s operating

costs, the supply chain for supplies is highly complex, requiring
tremendous internal resources and infrastructure, particularly for
global shipping companies.  The ‘end customer’ is also one of the

most important assets within shipping, as a healthy and happy crew
is central to the smooth running of a vessel. Their wellbeing is vital,
and for many seafarers, who are away from their families for lengthy
periods, mealtimes are an incredibly important part of their day.

Under the outsourcing model, non-core areas of operations are
managed by an external organisation, allowing the company to
focus on delivering the mainstay of their business and concentrate
on their customers. This can boost operational efficiency, generate
cost savings and improve the quality of products and services to
both the ship owner/operator and the crews of the vessels they run.
Changes to the ship supply industry over recent years have acted
as a catalyst for adopting these new ways of working.

Significant consolidation has taken place as smaller companies
struggled to compete with the large, multi-national operators which
could provide customers with an end-to-end global supply and
logistics solution. These large operators’ purchasing strength
ensures that the highest quality products can be consistently
procured at the best possible price and standardised, leading to
the development of industry-wide best practice and standards. This
has been coupled with the significant investment and progression
in technology such as ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems
which can manage the total procurement, storage and delivery of
supplies for a customer’s entire fleet as well as create transparency,
allowing for supplies to be tailored to individual vessels. 

The benefits of outsourcing are clear to see, but for these new
relationships to work a change in mindset is needed to ensure trust
between the customer and outsourcing partner, based on a
fundamental understanding of the customer’s business and
strategic priorities. However, the increasing popularity of
outsourcing supplies demonstrates that the shipping industry is
steadily embracing change as a means of positive progression;
fuelled by the recognition that efficiencies can be generated at a
reduced cost, as well as improving crew wellbeing – a priceless
commodity. ■
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Outsourcing ship
supply: a model for
efficiency, profitability
and customer
satisfaction
By Robert Steen Kledal, Managing Director of Wrist Ship Supply
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CISAM moves to bigger HQ
Spanish ship supplier CISAM 

has had to move to bigger
headquarters due to expanding

business over the past two years.
The Barcelona-based company has

opened new branches in key ports such
as Valencia and Algeciras and, in 2009,
absorbed shipchandling company Jai
Service, which specialises in supplying the
Spanish fishing fleet and merchant
Spanish shipowners.

Director Mario Adam said, until now,
the company’s offices had been separate
from the warehouse but the new
headquarters featured 6,000sq m of
warehouse space along with 450sq m of
offices keeping the business together.

“Although we are keeping our previous
facilities inside the port, our new
warehouses and offices are located in the
biggest and busiest logistic area of the
port of Barcelona called Z.A.L (Zona de
Actividades Logisticas) which, besides

also being inside the port, gives us all the
modern facilities that our company needs
to carry out future projects and
developments.”

CISAM was founded in the early
1960s by John Singer, followed by his son
Claudio. Claudio died in 2001 and since
then the family-owned company has
searched for better ways to improve its
services.

It supplies ships all over Spain, with
between 10 and 15 cargo ships each day,
and to many additional ports across
Europe, but the cruise industry is where it
has developed most of its market.

The company offers provisions,
bonded stores with permanent stocks in
beverages, spirits and cigarettes, hotel
consumables and also offers services for
deck and engine – it is sole distributor in
Spain for Seven Oceans emergency food
and water rations, and Dry Cargo hatch
cover seal tapes. It also offers a

specialised team to attend any technical
needs and warehouse facilities to receive
and deliver spare parts to and from ships.

With new headquarters and busy
trading Mr Adam said he hoped for more
expansion in 2011: “With a staff of 40
people in Barcelona, and about 50 in total
counting with all the branch offices,
CISAM keeps moving ahead and is
already working in the opening of one or
two more branches this year.” ■
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‘Particularly pleasing’ is how
Abdülvahit Simsek, AVA
Holding President has

described the current trading conditions
for the group’s three companies in Turkey.

AVA Holding was established in 2006
to consolidate under one roof Anele
Supply-Chain Solutions and Albatros
Technical Ship Supply in Izmir, and AVS
Global Ship Supply, in Instanbul.

Albatros Technical Ship Supply has
seen improved activity in the Tuzla
shipyards area in Instanbul. The company
provides technical supply and service to
all ships entering Turkish Waters and
straits, offering solutions in ship graving,
maintenance and repairs. 

Another affiliate group, AVS Global
Ship Supply, provides supply to
international maritime companies in global
ports as well as Turkish ship owners and
managers.

“The new working model, purchasing
power, qualified team and localised
organisation of networks founded by AVS
today are only some of the crucial aspects
that make AVS a strong company,” said
Mr Simsek.

“Furthermore, AVS shows an ever
growing rate in ship supply by enabling its
clients to save money and costs as a
service provider founded on the basis of
timely delivery and high quality as well as
full-time operation and competitive
pricing.”

He said the hard work by teams at
both AVS and Albatros had contributed
greatly towards the companies’ success.

The group’s third company, Anele
Supply Chain Solution, is a full-line food
and non-food wholesaler and supply chain
solution partner.

“In particular, the restructuring we
conducted on the area of activities of

Albatros enabled our group to be

positioned far ahead of rivalry for the

colleagues we conduct wholesale trading

for, and made us tune into the issue of

technical supply which we deem as a

crucial requirement within the sector,” said

Mr Simsek.

Another investment which has been

going from strength to strength within the

group is ship antiques. Ava Holding

collects valuable pieces from dismantled

ships and puts them on sale in its Istanbul

showroom: “We wanted to show that

these antique accessories can also be

used in a functional way such as for

decorating maritime offices, hotels and

restaurants.”

Mr Simsek concluded: “The rising

pace and support of the companies is

particularly pleasing.” ■

Positive growth for AVA Holding

Trials of a unique online catalogue
which transforms the way ship
owners, ship managers and ship

suppliers select and order their onboard
and onshore stores are proving a great
success with more than 3,000 vessels
already taking part.

One Maritime, the revolutionary new
way to select and order ship stores from
both onboard ship and ashore became

available to the shipping industry from
January 1st 2011. Already live trials of the
pioneering new system by companies
from 85 countries worldwide are indicating
it will simplify stores sourcing and
purchasing and save ship owners and
managers, their superintendents and their
crews both time and money.

Torben Brammer, One Maritime Co-
Founder and CEO, says he is delighted
that so many companies and vessels have
joined the trial. “We are pleased to see the
system going into use on this scale. We
believe One Maritime represents the next
step in the development of online
platforms and we look forward to its use
becoming widespread throughout the
industry during the coming year.”

Mr Brammer explained: ”Our
technology products have allowed us to
think of data sources and the use of data
in a much different way than ever before.
With its unique search engines and data
migration technology, One Maritime has
managed to build an online platform that

gives its users access to a mix of data
from multiple sources at the same time. It
changes the way that catalogues, for
example, will be used by suppliers,
manufacturers and purchasers in the
future, resulting in efficiency and time
saving benefits.“

The comprehensive new portal will
provide access online or by CD to the
shipping industry’s premier ship stores
catalogues and many others besides, to
secure the best quality and most
efficiently-costed provisions, bonded
stores, pantry and deck and engine stores
worldwide. 

And for the first time ever, purchasing
managers and shipboard personnel can
access the online ISSA Ship Stores
Catalogue as well as a wide range of other
mainline industry catalogues. With a
programme of continual development and
updates, One Maritime is set to stay
ahead of the market as the most
comprehensive maritime catalogue
product database available. ■

Ship owners successfully trial





takes to the sea and shows the importance of partnership
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It’s very much ‘Anchors Away’ for this
year’s Convention as the annual ISSA
extravaganza takes to the ocean waves

aboard the Crown of Scandinavia, as it
sails between the beautiful Scandinavian
cities of Copenhagen and Oslo. 

“This is the first time we have ever held
our Convention at sea and we hope this
exciting change of location is going to be
met with interest from all parties,” said
ISSA President Jens Olsen.

And excitement is guaranteed if a
weekend on the ocean wave is what floats
your particular boat. It is the first time the
Convention has been held at sea and it is
also a departure from its usual autumn
calendar slot to a date in early summer –
May 27th to 29th to be precise. The
weather should be beautiful and the
scenery as the cruiser slides in and out of

the Scandinavian fjords promises to be
absolutely stunning. 

ISSA 56 is also notable in that it will be
the first Convention to be held following
the change in the ISSA Governance and
delegates will see this reflected in the
exciting conference sessions.

At ISSA’s last Convention in Dubai 
in November, the ISSA Board agreed 
to dissolve itself and re-form as the 
ISSA Assembly. This radical step brings
ISSA in line with many international 
trade associations by streamlining its
governance and accountability to the
membership.

From 1st January 2011 the present
nine person Executive Committee became
the ISSA Executive Board. The 
ISSA Assembly was formed of one
representative from each of ISSA’s 43

national associations plus the Assembly
Member for the Associate Membership.

The 44 person Assembly is under the
chairmanship of the ISSA President and
meets annually to endorse the operational
actions of the ISSA Executive Board.

ISSA has been moving in this direction
for some years. Time and distance have
often prevented Board Members from
attending the twice-yearly Board Meetings
and it was felt that a more efficient means
of governing ISSA was needed.

Not everyone was content with the
new arrangements but the overwhelming
majority of the ISSA Board who were
eligible to vote approved the measures.
These had been formulated by a 
   special committee formed for the 
purpose under ISSA President Jens
Olsen’s chairmanship.

For 2011, our ever-popular 56th Annual ISSA Convention &
Trade Exhibition is to be staged in what must be described as
a unique location: at sea! 

For the first time we are taking to the water with our premier
annual networking event and basing ourselves onboard MV
Crown of Scandinavia sailing between Copenhagen and Oslo.
When we are not underway we will be utilising the ship’s
excellent conference and exhibition facilities to stage what I
believe will be a truly memorable ISSA Convention. 

So it is my great pleasure to invite you to come onboard
and take part in this salty sea flavoured event that I just know
everyone is going to enjoy enormously. 

Our friends and colleagues in both the Danish and

Norwegian Ship Suppliers Associations have promised to
welcome you to their homelands and I urge all participants to
take advantage of being in Scandinavia and join a pre- or post-
Convention tour – or even two! 

Our theme for 2011 will be “Ship Supply: The Strategic
Partnership”. 

As you will read further on we are still developing the
programme but we can promise you plenty of interaction with
ship owners and managers. The booking form is enclosed
along with forms for booking your Convention place and a Trade
Exhibition stand. 

Reflecting the wishes of delegates, we have shortened the
plenary sessions to allow much more time for networking in the
Trade Exhibition area. I hope that this will prove to be a popular
decision and increase the business relevance of Convention for
you. We will be inviting a large number of shipowners to
Convention as our guests – another excellent reason (if you
need any more convincing!) of why you should be there. 

As usual we will have a full range of social events and an
exciting and stimulating program me for our accompanying
persons too. I do hope you will bring your partner along with
you to bask in the spring sunshine and absorb all the beauty of
the Danish, Swedish and Norwegian coastlines as well as the
sights and sounds of Copenhagen and Oslo. 

I am confident that with our full and interesting business
programme, coupled with the chance also to visit Norshipping,
the opportunity to see many of your customers in person and
our unusual fun-filled ship-board social programme it will be my
pleasure to welcome you onboard and to our 56th Convention
& Trade Exhibition. 

See you onboard! 
Jens Olsen ISSA President

A personal invitation from ISSA President Jens Olsen





Legal advice was taken and the
committee members represented many
years of devoted ISSA service and
experience which they brought to bear on
what could have proved a contentious
subject.

National representatives and the
Associate Membership representative are
now styled Members of the ISSA
Assembly (MIA) and those elected to the
Executive Board retain the title ISSA
Executive Vice-President.

On the Convention agenda, as usual,
will be elections onto the ISSA Executive
Board. This year there will be four places
up for election, three of these due to the
rotation system and one due to the
retirement of Hennig Engels who, up until
last year, was also chairman of the national
association in Germany. So a lot of work
will be done. 

But key to every Convention is the
conference and trade exhibition and 
2011 will be no exception. Exhibition
space is already being snapped up so 
the advice as always is book early to 
avoid disappointment. An obvious
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advantage of this year’s
Convention over others is that
there is no opportunity for the
delegates to ‘escape’ once the
vessel sets sail so the attention and
networking opportunities should be
maximised.

This year’s conference will have
as its theme: “Ship Supply: The
Strategic Partnership” – a key
debating and networking topic
when you consider the importance
the shipping  industry now places
on sectoral cooperation and
alliances. The reverberations of the
2008 economic crisis are still being
felt and the race is on to maximise
profits by minimising wastage of
effort and resource and boosting
company efficiencies. 

Conference proceedings will
get underway at 11am on the first
full day, Friday May 27th when
Convention is formally opened by
ISSA President Jens Olsen. The
traditional cultural slot will follow
and then it’s time to sit back and

enjoy the views and comments of
the speakers – including the
keynote speaker.

Convention is as much about
networking as it is about heady
debate which is why the trade
exhibition plays such a crucial role
in the annual proceedings. So at 12
noon Convention will request the
specially invited VIP guests to
accompany Jens Olsen, to declare
the trade exhibition open. That
leaves the way clear for an hour’s
worth of networking prior to lunch
and some social badinage. 

2011 is an exciting year in many
ways for Convention because it will
also mark a strengthening of the
round table debate that has been
such a pillar of Conventions over
recent years. Moderated so
expertly by our own Convention
‘Master  of Ceremonies’ and ISSA
Senior Executive Vice President
Rocky ‘the voice’ Rocksborough-
Smith, this year’s Round Table will
pitch the views of ship suppliers
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Rocky Rocksborough-Smith, Senior Executive Vice
President of ISSA



against the views of sub suppliers. Today’s
quality chandlers need to rely on their own
produce suppliers but how has that
particular relationship been tested by the
economic woes of the past two years? We
will surely find out – so not one to miss!

Round Table will last from 2pm to
3.15pm on the first day when we will then
welcome our friends from InterManager to
once again talk about the importance of
strategic partnerships between managers
and suppliers – a key factor mooted by
Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement CEO
Rajaish Bajpaee and V.Ships supremo
Roberto Giorgi so vocally at last year’s
Dubai Convention. 

After an additional networking
opportunity. the first day’s programme
ends at 5pm in time for the ship to sail.

Saturday May 28th sees Convention
get off to an early start with the opening of
the trade exhibition at 9am prior to the
conference getting underway with our
ISSA friend Torben Brammer presenting
the exciting project that is One Maritime. 

Trials of the unique online catalogue
which transforms the way ship owners,
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From left to right: Wim Van Noortwijk, ISSA Liaison Officer, Torben Brammer, One
Maritime Chief Executive





REGISTRATION – HOW TO BOOK

Registration opened 20th November 2010 but we welcome contact from you as soon as possible to ensure you get just what you want 

and gain maximum benefit from ISSA’s premier networking event.. In case of any difficulties the ISSA Secretariat in London can be

reached as follows: 

By mail: International Shipsuppliers & Services Association

The Baltic Exchange

38 St Mary Axe

London EC3A 8BH

United Kingdom

Convention hotline: +44-20-7626-6236 By fax: +44-20-7626-6234 By e-mail: secretariat@shipsupply.org 

O n-line: www.shipsupply.org (just click the ISSA  56 Convention Logo at the bottom left hand side of the Home Page)

YO UR W AY TO THE SHIP 

CR O W N O F SCAN DINA VIA

Dampfærgevej 30 

DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø

Denmark

The tours planned are:

COPENHAGEN CITY TOUR

A canal cruiser will collect attendees from alongside the ship immediately after the opening ceremony. 

With cold champagne and snacks ready, the English speaking guide will lead us through an exploration of 

Copenhagen from an extraordinary viewpoint. As well as the Opera House, the Royal Palace and the Little 

Mermaid we will also cruise into the heart of the city and its wonderful architecture and unusual spires. After 

lunch on the wharf there will be time to visit Europe’s longest pedestrianised shopping street with its exclusive 

boutiques and notable department stores before being driven back to the ship.

OSLO CITY TOUR

A luxury coach will collect attendees directly from the ship as we experience some of Oslo’s beautiful pearls such 

as Vigeland Park, 80 acres (320,000 m2) featuring over 200 bronze and granite sculptures, ancient churches, 

viking museums, fortresses and castles. We head up the mountain to Holmenkollen, the host city of the 2011 ski 

championships and take lunch in a restaurant that dates back to 1867 with spectacular views of the fjörds before 

setting out for the ship.

PRE & POSTCONVENTION TOURS  

If it is your wish to take the opportunity to come early or stay a little later and enjoy Denmark’s delights, we 

can arrange a car and accommodation from the ship or airport to some of the countries finest Inns close to the 

spectacular coastlines. Our agents are local experts and they can help you with any excursion you wish to add. 
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ship managers and ship suppliers select
and order their onboard and onshore
stores are proving a great success with
more than 3,000 vessels already taking
part.

One Maritime is a revolutionary new
way to select and order ship stores from
both onboard ship and ashore and
became available to the shipping industry
from January 1st 2011. Already live trials
of the pioneering new system by
companies from 85 countries worldwide
are indicating it will simplify stores sourcing
and purchasing and save ship owners and
managers, their superintendents and their
crews both time and money.

Torben Brammer, One Maritime Co-
Founder and CEO, is delighted that so
many companies and vessels have joined
the trial. “We are pleased to see the
system going into use on this scale. 
We believe One Maritime represents the
next step in the development of online
platforms and we look forward to its use
becoming widespread throughout the
industry during the coming year.”

Mr Brammer explained: ”Our

technology products have allowed us to
think of data sources and the use of data
in a much different way than ever before.
With its unique search engines and data
migration technology, One Maritime has
managed to build an online platform that
gives its users access to a mix of data
from multiple data sources at the same
time. It changes the way that catalogues,
for example, will be used by suppliers,
manufacturers and purchasers in the
future, resulting in efficiency and time
saving benefits.“

We look forward to hearing even
more. 

After a coffee break and some more
important networking, Convention then
opens its doors to the hosting of the
separate Annual General Meetings of 
both the Swedish and the Finnish
Shipsuppliers’ Associations. This is the
first time plenary will have been given over
in this way but it is an opportunity offered
by the new ISSA governance and by the
unique nature of this year’s event onboard
a ship sailing in Scandinavian waters. For
those delegates not involved with either

AGM, they will be free to enjoy further
networking opportunities as well as soak
up the superb scenery outside.

At 2pm on the Saturday, the ISSA
Assembly and AGM will be held – a
significant event again occasioned by the
change in ISSA’s governance. It will be
followed by the ISSA Members’ Open
Forum – moderated by ISSA President
Jens Olsen. This is your chance, as an
ISSA member, to question the ISSA Team
and be updated on future plans they may
have. 

At 4.30pm, the business side of the
day ends followed by the closing of the
trade exhibition 30 minutes later. It then
gives delegates the time they need to get
themselves ready for the traditional ISSA
Gala Dinner, which this year will feature the
traditional ISSA Flag Ceremony, the
playing of the ISSA Hymn, various
presentations and the closing ceremony.

It is then the role of Cadiz in 2012 to
host Convention and our best wishes pass
to them.

Happy Convention. 
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Despite the black cloud of recession still hanging
over the seas, ship owners and managers must
not hold back investment in the maintenance of

their ships, say many of the industry’s tool suppliers.
Keeping vessels ship-shape is even more important

as many are laid up, waiting to be put back into operation.
“My feeling is that people are putting on the back

burner a lot of their maintenance work, until things
improve,” said Mike Noeth, Director of Cincinnati-based
Aurand Tools.

“Ship owners and managers need to maintain their
equipment probably even more so, so when they need to
use the ship again it is ready to go.”

Neil Buckley, Chief Executive, of NB Marine &
Industrial Supplies in Tyne & Wear, agrees: “If ship owners
and managers do not buy the correct equipment for their
vessels that in itself causes major problems for obvious
reasons. I appreciate that we are in a time of global
recession, however, by substituting quality for cost it will
almost certainly cost the owner or manager up to three
times as much throughout the year due to the
replenishment of items more frequently because of poor
quality supplied in the first instance.”

However, he does appreciate that some owners and
managers requiring the best products for the best prices,
are sometimes misled by the supplier.

“There are supply companies that substitute quality
for cost. This has a very detrimental effect on not only the
industry but directly the ship’s crew members.”

To combat this NB Marine & Industrial Supplies has
implemented a management system to comply with all
relevant statutory and regulatory requirements.

“To meet our customer requirements, we have
implemented a management system which will comply
with all relevant statutory and regulatory requirements
including ISO 9001 and BAFE SP101 and its
effectiveness shall be continually improved through
defined and measurable quality objectives.”

SIKA, based in North Hessen,
Germany also believes quality is key. 

Founded in 1901, the company has 
been in the family for four generations and
produces and markets high-precision measuring
instruments, calibrators and sensors for temperature,
flow, level and pressure.

“SIKA is known worldwide for its highly accurate
maritime pressure and temperature calibrators, and we
constantly strive to maintain this position,” said Sebastien
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Siebert, Managing Director of SIKA’s electronic products area.
“During the global economic downturn, a downward trend

could also be seen at SIKA. Nevertheless, we saw that customers
still insisted on quality products,” added Stefan Scholl, head of
SIKA’s marine division.

Mr Scholl said its maritime instruments are ideal for use onboard
because they exactly match the requirements on the shipping
industry, as set out by the International Maritime Organization and
the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea.

The quality assurance system of the SIKA corporate group is
certified in accordance with ISO 9001 and the company has its own
test laboratory and test equipment to ensure high standards. 

“With innovative products such as our digital exhaust gas
thermometer and our recalibration set, we have shown that SIKA is
able to combine new fresh ideas perfectly with its heritage extending
over more than 100 years. In the future as well, we will continue to
develop and produce precision technology for the entire world from
our base in the middle of Germany,” said Mr Siebert.

Mike Noeth, of Aurand Tools, said his company also pays heavy
attention to environmental as well as safety and quality issues.

“The important thing is to keep the debris, the unit produces,
out of the water. Dust shrouds are fitted to the units and vacuum
systems can be attached to prevent this from happening,” he said.

The business, formed in 1937, produces electric and pneumatic
tools which can be used as concrete grinders, scarifiers, paint
chippers, desk scalers and paint removers.  They are mainly used
by the US Navy, US Coast Guard, commercial fishing vessels and
cruise liners and are known to many mariners as ‘rust hogs’.

With large numbers of new vessels being built, this could be
quite worrying to a firm that produces tools mainly for heavy duty
maintenance, which would not necessarily be needed in the first
phase of a ship’s life.

But, as Mr Noeth firmly believes, that is why investing in the right
tools from the start is vital: “Somewhere down the road, this
equipment will be needed on the newer vessels too. Ship owners
and managers need to think ahead.”

Aurand produces lighter weight tools for use on vertical surfaces
and heavier type units for horizontal surfaces. They are mainly used
in the surface preparation of concrete and steel, and range from
five to 12 inches wide.

“They all basically do the same thing,” explained Mr Noeth.
“Our smaller units are great for getting close to walls and areas

where the bigger equipment can’t get to, which is important
onboard ship.

“Our tools are pretty simple. The industry knows what they are
for and they are pretty straightforward.”

He said the offshore industry preferred to use the pneumatic
tools: “It’s probably a safety thing, so they don’t have the sparking
of the motor and the air tools are also more heavy duty.”

Neil Buckley, of NB Marine, agrees that having all the right tools
is extremely important to ensure ships are kept in tip top condition.

“Every vessel and oil rig across the globe will need a broad
range of hand tools, power tools and welding equipment. The crew
will be required to carry out work onboard, sometimes in an
emergency. It is vital there are a broad range of consumables at
hand, which will assist the crew member, sometimes under the
most demanding situations.”

NB Marine & Industrial Supplies is a specialist supplier to the
marine and offshore sectors and claims to be the first of its kind to
work in direct partnership with one of the largest industrial
distributors in the UK. It works with ship owners and managers,
shipping agents, port authorities, purchasing managers, ship’s
engineers, accountants and purchasing agents.

Services include rapid delivery to any port worldwide and a
tailored ship chandler service.

Mr Buckley said the company was conscious that products for
the maritime industry were constantly changing and adapting and
it had an extensive supplier base to assist it with a varied range of
bespoke and standard items, whatever the request.

Its partners constantly run promotions on a wide range of
equipment and particularly popular at the moment were personal
protective equipment (PPE), oils, greases and lubrication products,
power and hand tools and oil spill control equipment.

“NB Marine & Industrial Supplies is one of the most competitive
marine supply specialists in the UK. This is achieved through direct
partnership working with a leading industrial distributor,” said Mr
Buckley.

“Because of this, we purchase our goods in large quantities
directly from manufacturers worldwide which, in turn, allows
customers to benefit from substantial cost reductions.”

As keeping costs down is one of the main criteria of running
any business, this is very appealing in itself. But as all three
companies have stated, this does not, and need not, mean cutting
quality too. ■
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As the global recession takes the fizz
out of maritime beer sales,
seafarers are having to alter their

tastes as purse strings tighten, writes
Samantha Giltrow.

Value for money is what many are
demanding and this is removing the A
brands from their grasp.

However, household names such as
Heineken and Foster’s are still doing well
as the cruise lines recover from the
downturn in the global economy.

“As cruise lines tried to drum up more
business by offering discounts, the
demographic make up of passengers
changed,” explained Paul de Vrijer, Area
Sales Manager of Rotterdam-based United
Dutch Breweries.

“They were more beer oriented than
high end spirit or wine drinkers.”

He said his company’s brands are
mainly supplied to many of the cargo ships
in operation. They are also sold to the big
cruise liners but not for consumption in the
bars as “cruise ships prefer to stock A
brands such as Stella Artois and
Heineken.”

“Brands such as Classe Royale Beer
are made available to the crew onboard
the cruise liners. They are allowed one or
two cans. Crew have to pay less money
than the bars and they like a value brand
so we sell to the chandlers to the cruise
companies,” explained Mr Vrijer.

Within the predecessors of the AB-
InBev network, United Dutch Breweries
started out in its current form in 1968 as an
export company for a range of traditional
Dutch breweries. Today, it exports to about
95 countries around the world and is brand
owner of famous Dutch names like
Oranjeboom, Royal Dutch Posthorn and
Breda Bier, as well as Class Royale.

UDB is based in Breda, the key port
export location between the ports of
Rotterdam and Antwerp and delivers to

both on and off trade wholesalers,
distributors and importers.

Mr De Vrijer said the maritime industry
had seen many changes with regard to the
type of beers being made available
onboard.

“In the old days, they called us runners.
We went onboard ships and put our beers
in front of the chief steward – I was there
with Oranjeboom – and he would place his
order. Now the whole process is controlled
by the owners and managers.”

He said the change in formation of
crews had also had an impact on the
brands of beer being bought.

“Before a British flag had a British crew
and a Dutch ship had a Dutch crew. Now
maybe the captain is Dutch and the rest of
the crew come from many different
countries. They make less money per
month.”

Crew members, he said, could make
around $800 or $900 a month but the cost
of the case of a class A beer to them would
be around €16, if the wholesaler was
charging €10 and the chandler €13, so
lower level brands were becoming more
popular. 

One particular brand doing well on the
general cargo ships is Royal Dutch
Posthorn, because it is an affordable
premium import lager, added Mr De Vrijer.

It is the same story for companies that
still give crew a daily beer allowance. 

“In the old days with the Greek ships,
their contracts stated the shipping
companies had to give them two bottles of
beer with their dinner. When times are
good and owners make money no one
complains but when times get worse they
have to look after money, then they start to
find cheaper beer to give away,” said Mr
De Vrijer.

“My job is to make the chandlers
interested in my brands that are within their
price range.”

US-based MillerCoors has also seen a
definite division in the range of beers
supplied to cargo vessels and those
onboard cruise ships.

The company, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of SABMiller Plc, was formed
following a merger of Miller Brewing
Company and Coors Brewing Company in
2008, as a joint venture with Molson
Coors.

Some of the more well known brands
it offers are Miller Lite, Coors Lite and Blue
Moon and, in May, it will launch, what the
company claims to be, one of the lowest
calorie beers on the market – Miller
Genuine Draft 64 Lemonade.

All the brands are produced in the US
and in addition MillerCoors sells other
brands such as Peroni, Pilsner Urquell and
Grolsch in the US.

Cruise lines make up the largest part
of the sales volume followed by another big
duty free area, border stores, then cargo
ships followed by embassies and
consulates – in total around 17% of
MillerCoors’ duty free business.

“Cruise lines are growing at a much
faster rate to compensate for losses on the
cargo side of business,” explained Ron
Schroeder, Director for Travel, Retail &
Leisure.

Ninety per cent of MillerCoors’ beer
going onboard cargo ships is in cans, with
the most popular brands being
Milwaukee’s Best and Miller Genuine Draft.
For cruise lines the biggest seller is the
16oz Lite aluminium pint followed closely
by the 16oz Coors Light plastic bottle, Blue
Moon 12oz bottles and the Fosters 25.4oz
Oil Can.

Through an approved ship chandler
network or sister breweries the brands are
available to ships all over the world.

Having a diverse range is also of
paramount importance to B & S Bosman
Global.



The Rotterdam-based company has
almost 100 years’ experience delivering
bonded, food and non-food items to ship
chandlers globally. Some of the A brands it
delivers include Amstel, Beck’s, Budweiser,
Guinness and Carlsberg along with various
Champagnes, wines and spirits.

“We focus a lot on A branded
manufacturers and now they all come to
us because our diversification is enormous
and it is all to do with duty free,” explained
Mr van Esch.

“Diversification is very important so we
do not have all our eggs in the one ship
supply basket.”

Patrick Tan, General Manager of
Singapore-based ship chandler and ship
supplies company Con-Lash, said the
recession had obviously forced many
shipping companies to look at overall
onboard budgets.

“Today’s supply is by and large based
on a budget fixed by ship owners and
managers with nominated crew managers
and manning companies and each crew’s
victualling varies from the nation the crew
comes from,” he explained.

Con-Lash, which was established in
1986 and has over 50 employees, mainly
supplies to the port in Singapore but it also
has a good chain of network associates
and supplies to most major ports and cities
in Asia, the Middle East, Far East, Australia,

US, South America and Europe.
It supplies bonded, dry, fresh and

frozen provisions along with general marine
consumables including tools and
equipment to all types of ships including
cruise liners, offshore supply boats, rigs,
anchor handling tugs and Navy vessels.

Mr Tan said supplies currently in

demand from Asia, India, the Far East,
Middle East and South Pacific included
Amstel, Heineken and San Miguel beers,
Johnnie Walker Red Label and Black Ram
whisky and the cheaper brand wines such
as Persona.

But, it seems, the impact of global
recession is not the only problem turning
beer sales flat.

Many manufacturers and suppliers say
with more and more vessels becoming dry
they are having to look at other ways of
getting their brands out into the maritime
market place.

Mr Schroeder, of MillerCoors, said the
fact more ships were becoming dry was
becoming a big concern.

He feels the whole industry is being
punished for mistakes made by a few
individuals. Some companies now have
strict guidelines regarding responsible
consumption while others have even
introduced a policy of total abstinence for
their crews in order to ensure operational
and health standards.

“It is because of some bad mishaps in
the past, not with beer, but with higher
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Some companies now have strict
guidelines regarding responsible
consumption while others have
even introduced a policy of total
abstinence for their crews in 
order to ensure operational and
health standards
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alcohol products. Most legislation in the
world on any subject isn’t based on
everyone doing something wrong. It is
usually a few individuals that cause laws,
restrictions and ordinances to be written
that can have a far reaching impact,” he
said.

“Once change is made, it is impossible
to go back to where you once were.”

He said Europe was seeing more ships
becoming dry, however MillerCoors was
still doing well out of the US, Australia and
New Zealand ports with cargo ships.

Of the long term outlook he was not so
positive: “I can see more ships becoming
dry and the more state of the art they
become, they will require less crew.”

This outlook is also forecast by Joost
Klaver, Sales Representative Duty Free and
Travel Retail for Heineken.

“We have seen that due to
technological advancements the number
of crew needed on board has been
reduced,” he said.

And he echoed the views of UDB’s Mr
de Vrijer about the formation of crews
changing and the way this is impacting on
drink supply.

“There is also a larger diversity in  the
nationalities of the crew, each having their
own consumer needs. We see a growth in
nationalities who traditionally have a lower
per capita consumption of alcohol that in
the past.”

Heineken is one of the world’s largest
brewers and employs over 70,000 people
worldwide. The brand that bears the
founder’s family name is available in almost
every country around the globe and is
claimed by the company to be the world’s
most valuable international premium beer
brand. 

The company’s aim, said Mr Klaver,
was to be a leading brewer in each of the
markets in which it operates and to have
the world’s most valuable brand portfolio.

It operates 140 breweries in more than
70 countries and last year sold 205m
hectolitres of beer on a pro-forma basis. 

“The company is committed to
responsible marketing and consumption of
its more than 200 international premium,
regional, local and speciality beers and
ciders,” said Mr Klaver.

These include Amstel, Birra Moretti,
Foster’s, Kingfisher, Newcastle Brown Ale,
Ochota, Primus, Sagres, Sol, Strongbow,
Tiger and Zywiec.

Last year, on a 2010 pro-forma, basis
revenue totalled a staggering €17bn.

“Heineken Duty Free & Travel Retail is a
small although very important part of the
Heineken company,” explained Mr Klaver.

The company has a dedicated Duty
Free team, based in Amsterdam, which is
specialised in the global supply of the
company’s brands to different markets.
These are cargo shipping, cruise liners,
ferries, the military, airlines and airport
shops and border business.

Mr Klaver said the business had seen
many changes in supplying to ships over
recent times.

“The market conditions in the maritime
industry have been changing in the last
years leading to a general decline in beer
and alcohol within this channel,” he said.

“In today’s world, responsible
consumption of alcohol is also an
important topic. Ship lines have
implemented alcohol policies in order 
to avoid abuse of alcohol onboard. 
The industry in general and Heineken 

in particular support this cause with
Responsible Consumption campaigns.”

So, with this frame of mind coming
more into focus, will the industry see a shift
towards the low and non-alcohol beers, as
ships think more about health and safety
issues?

MillerCoors Ron Schroeder thinks not
necessarily so: “We have Sharp’s and
Coors NA non-alcohol brands but
business is extremely small in that area.
However, brands are available if ships
would like those types of products.”

With today’s many mandated
regulations surrounding issues such as the
environment, security, anti-piracy and anti-
terrorism, consumption of alcohol and
cigarettes has been naturally reduced, said
Con-Lash’s Mr Tan.

Already crew onboard LPG/LNG
carriers and chemical carriers are
forbidden to drink alcohol and, in same
cases, oil tankers and specialist salvage
vessels too.

“Furthermore individual ship owners
and managers are cutting such
consumption to comply with the safety of
the vessel as well as the numerous lives
onboard.”

He believes that with the downturn 
in the economy, it was inevitable
consumption would further reduce.

“With the ongoing global crisis every
related service in the maritime and marine
industries has been affected. Each related
service has seen varying degrees to the
affect on their business. There have been

“As a result of the changing market conditions we expect that the supply
of beer will remain under pressure within the maritime sector. In particular
the alcohol policies and restrictions will continue to have impact on the
supply of beer” Joost Klaver, Sales Representative Duty Free
and Travel Retail for Heineken



the lucky ones and the not so lucky ones.”
Mr Klaver said he believed there was

no escape from the many issues currently
threatening sales. 

“As a result of the changing market
conditions we expect that the supply of
beer will remain under pressure within the
maritime sector. In particular the alcohol
policies and restrictions will continue to
have impact on the supply of beer.”

He said Heineken was not deterred
though and would carry on trying to build
on sales to the ship industry: “We see
shipping as a strategic segment within
Duty Free. We will continue to ensure that
we provide a full portfolio of beer, ale and
cider brands to meet the needs of the
maritime industry led by Heineken.”

Cor van Esch, Managing Director of
international wholesaler B & S Bosman
Global, based in Rotterdam, said he
believed there would always be a market
for ship supplies despite more vessels
becoming alcohol and smoking free.

“Everywhere we are dealing with more
no drinking and no smoking areas, of
course because of safety reasons. There is
a general tendency that in the shipping
industry there will be less drinking and
smoking but there is no indication that the
cigarette and alcohol producers will stop
supplying the shipping industry.”

And there are ways it seems. It is just
looking at the bigger picture of what is
happening around the ports.

“Ships are becoming bigger and the

box ships are getting larger, and I was
recently on the Emma Maersk, which is
unbelievable. But that ship is totally dry,”
said UDB’s Mr de Vrijer.

“Despite this it has to stop at four ports
from Europe to the Far East, and because
it is carrying so many containers it has to
get rid of them at each port and so the
small feeders are there. The crew are
allowed to drink on the small feeders, so
there is growth in that market.”

He said the challenge was to remain
competitive with the bigger brands such as
Heineken and Stella Artois.

“Because of the recession many
breweries have been trying to put their
brands into markets where they were not
doing so much business before,” he said.
“The Duty Free market was one of these,
so now you have to fight with your prices
against these beers to stay in, and
everyone wants it cheaper and cheaper.”

In conclusion it seems many brewers,
chandlers and suppliers are swimming
against a tide of change, but it is how they
adapt to these new market conditions that
will be the real test. ■
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“Because of the recession many breweries have been trying to put their
brands into markets where they were not doing so much business before,
so now you have to fight with your prices against these beers to stay in,
and everyone wants it cheaper and cheaper.” Paul de Vrijer, Area

Sales Manager for United Dutch Breweries
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Representing the interests of 
the Dutch ship supply industry 
to regional and international

regulatory and custom bodies has been at
the heart of the workings of the Dutch
Ship Suppliers Association (Nederlandse

Vereniging van Scheepslevereranciers) 
for many years but new membership
reorganisation plans currently under
consideration could ensure members
receive even more added value in the
future.

In a consultation process with all
members, the DSSA is investigating the
possibilities of defining and improving the
added value it offers to its membership,
based on the recognition of certain ‘blood
groups’ in the association, said Dirk
Cupido, DSSA Chairman.

The various ‘blood groups’ being
looked at include both general and specific
ship suppliers as well as their sub suppliers,
in that order of importance. The former is at
the forefront of the industry, dealing with

ship owners and ship managers directly
and is having to face the specific problems
related to that, including the risk of not
getting paid (on time), Mr Cupido added. As
a result of the process under consideration,
the DSSA believes it can add even more
value by focusing its efforts on issues
directly affecting the various groups.

The consultation process was started
in the middle of last year with advisors from
the country’s Ministry of Economic Affairs in
The Hague and is due to be completed by

that matter
Tackling the issues
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the middle of this year. 
“We will try and set up discussions with

these separate ‘blood groups’ to identify
what issues they want the association to
tackle so we can add value to their
membership. There are differences in their
interests and it is about being able to
improve what we do for these companies.
It is very nice to sit and talk every few
months, but you have to add something of
value to the membership,” he said.

The end of March marks the end of an
era when Pieter de Haas retires from
running the DSSA Secretariat. A new
operation has been recruited in the Dutch
town of Hellevoetsluis and it will start
operating the secretariat from April 1st.

So how competitive is the Dutch ship
supply sector at the moment? Well
according to Mr Cupido, the development
of communication technology has meant

that the market ship suppliers
worldwide are operating in ‘is

drastically changing’.
“The fact that

everything is so transparent these days
causes shackles in the supply chain to
vanish. Ship suppliers start to buy directly
at the source, passing the sub suppliers
and sub suppliers start to deal directly with
owners/managers. This calls for a serious
reconsideration of the business model we
are working with. The advantage for the
Dutch companies is that they are located in
the heart of one of the busiest shipping
areas of the world, where an excellent
infrastructure allows chandlers to reliably
supply ships from Oslo to Gibraltar and

from Marseille to Istanbul. The availability of
goods, especially in the Rotterdam area, is,
as we all know, impeccable. Add to that the
availability of an excellent workforce and
you end up with a combination, which has
proven to be competitive in the past
decades. 

“Margins are too low in the industry and
certainly the payment behaviour of the
managers is not getting any better. You
have to put a lot more effort into getting
your money. We are seeing a shift in the
ownership and management of ships to the
Far East and the business moral in that part
of the world is different to the one in
Europe,” he stressed.

According to the DSSA Chairman,
Dutch ship suppliers have to put credit
control towards the top of their list of
priorities by following up invoices more
closely. Don’t wait for nine months before
you start chasing your money and above
all, be strict in the application of what you
feel can be done so you can get paid on
time. Obviously the possibility of arresting a
ship is used, or at least threatened with.

Apart from redefining the membership
groups within the association, the

DSSA is also working hard
on issues such as

customs

rules and regulations, veterinary rules
(regarding non conforming meat), port
security and the possible applicability of
VAT on ship supplies. The issue of
veterinary charges that sub suppliers are
facing when dealing with supplying non-
conforming meat products is part of the
discussions regarding the veterinary rules.
The DSSA draws on its close relationship
with the workings of OCEAN when
following such issues and recognises the
strong role the body plays in working with
the regulators. 

One major Dutch ship supplier is NeKo
Ship Supply, a supplier of all products from
provisions, bonded stores to  deck, engine,
electrical, consumables and cabin stores.
“In 2009 everyone suffered in the market
and in 2010 we saw an increase to the level
of 2008. But margins are under pressure
and it is still a struggle. We like to think we
are doing OK,” said Eric Bezemer,
Commercial Director.

“Rotterdam has always been very
competitive on price and relationships are
still a very important factor. It is the job of
our sales people to know everything about
their customers and we offer tailor made
solutions for all of their needs. Also because
NeKo is one of the biggest chandlers in
Rotterdam it is important that customers
get through as quickly as possible to their
dedicated salesperson to safeguard the
personal touch.”

But how has the economic crisis
affected profit margins? With so much
competition and a push to drive prices
down, there must be a knock on effect for
the bottom line?

Eric Bezemer  again: “It is part of the
problem when margins are under pressure
and you are looking at your credit terms
more than ever because we have to cover
them. Rotterdam is very competitive. You
have to look at your organisation and find
every way possible to ensure there are no

unnecessary costs involved. NeKo is
always looking for

innovation and
achieving

the AEO certificate as one of the first
chandlers in the world is a good example
of our constant quest for improvement.

“We are also very focused on chasing
money so credit control is important. We
started with a new computer system in
2008 that will allow us to be much more in
control. There are different groups of clients
we have to deal with; the larger owners and
managers can be quite bureaucratic to the
extent that if there is a mistake in the
purchase order number then payment can
be delayed. But apart from that it is
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disturbing that the chandler is always at the end
of the line,” he said.

Back to the issue of non conforming meat:
the rules are very strict and failing to meet them
results in very high fines, which do not have any
relation to the value of the goods supplied.
Suppliers have to employ vets on a regular basis
to oversee the quality of non conforming meat
products and the cost is such that it is passed
down the line to the supplier and ultimately to
the end-user, the owner and the manager.

“We have to pass this charge onto the ship
suppliers; they are not happy with it but I have
no choice,” said John van der Gaag, Managing
Director of H. Ferwerda.

H. Ferwerda is the leading supplier of meat
products to the international market and has
direct contact to the network of major abattoirs
inside and outside of the European Union.

The company is ideally placed to purchase
and supply meats, poultry and a wide variety 
of frozen food products worldwide and at prices
quoted on international markets. Operating 
from an 8000sq m facility which also
accommodates a cold store capacity of 3,000
tons, Ferwerda  has more than 200 different
frozen items stored on site. According to the
company, its customers take advantage of the
fact that these goods are delivered in transit and
free of customs duty. Direct contact from source
and bulk purchasing enables it to keep its rates
highly competitive.

As specialists in this industry, Ferwerda
takes care of all the logistics and import/export
arrangements itself. This daily task involves tight
control over all purchasing and deliveries, stock
levels, product line, packaging, documentation,
special customer formalities and transport.
Costs are kept to a minimum and efficiency to a
maximum with its extensive own transport fleet.

“We supply about 50 to 60 vessels through
Dutch ship suppliers as well as servicing 
the needs of the main ship suppliers all over
Europe, Spain, Italy, France, Belgium, Portugal,
Germany and Denmark. Those suppliers who
don’t hold stock collect the goods from our
warehouse and we prepare the order and
documentation straight to the vessel. When the
goods are EU approved the suppliers are much
more flexible because they can move the goods
all over Europe without sealing the truck. This is
a big benefit over how they are transported.
Ship supply is moving more and more towards
EU approved goods because of the forced
flexibility, otherwise the truck would have to be
sealed,” said Mr van der Gaag.

Dirk Cupido, Chairman of the Dutch Ship
Suppliers Association, raised his own concerns:
“The vet issue is important and very expensive

for Dutch suppliers. There are companies
spending hundreds of thousands of Euros on
the whole control and checking issue. This gives
an indication of the importance of this problem.”

Cor van Esch, Managing Director at B&S
Bosman Global, raised the subject of the
present developments in the world food market:
“Everybody who follows the developments of
prices for food and commodities has noticed
that a lot of prices have gone up considerably
and it seems that the top has not yet been
reached. Meat, coffee, cocoa, sugar, oil and
grain are just a few examples.  

So how is B&S facing this problem? Cor van
Esch again: “The absolute advantage of B&S
Bosman Global is offering the classic concept
of economies of scale. By offering mixed truck
and container loads we enable clients to keep
their stocks to a minimum, saving them
financing and warehousing costs.  In addition,
yearly agreements with suppliers offer significant
price advantage. We know the ship supplier
requires competitive prices which is one of 
the reasons we have our own private label
GoodBurry. 

But not only to ship suppliers, B&S also
leads in other markets, such as travel retail and
duty-free, military, peace keeping forces and
industrial catering. “Our diversification can be
found not only in markets but also in product
portfolio and geographical scope, giving us
flexibility and a unique position.”

This advanced position of B&S Bosman
Global has also drawn the attention of many A-
brand manufacturers like Nestlé, Unilever, Heinz,
Mars, Coca Cola, Philip Morris, etc.

“We have exclusive distribution agreements
to sell their products to the ship supply industry.
In this respect I am glad to announce that B&S
has been appointed by the head office of
Procter & Gamble International as their official
distributor. This means that we will have
products such as Pringles, Gillette, Head &
Shoulders, Pantene, Duracell and many more in
our duty free assortment,” he stressed.  

So how is the Dutch ship supply sector
performing generally, in light of the recent
economic crisis? Companies like United Dutch
Breweries have seen an impact on their
business from the drive towards reducing
alcohol consumption onboard ship. “The
container ships are becoming larger. I was on
the Emma Maersk; it is unbelievable in its size,”
said Paul de Vrijer, Area Sales Manager for UDB. 

“But that ship is totally dry.” One positive
aspect of the development of the larger units,
according to UDB, is that while they may visit
three or four European and three or four Far
Eastern ports, the fact that the containers they

John van der Gaag, Managing
Director, H. Ferwerda

Dirk Cupido, Chairman of the
Dutch Ship Suppliers
Association

Cor van Esch, Managing
Director, B&S Bosman Global

Paul de Vrijer, Area Sales 
Manager, UDB
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load or discharge have to be transhipped is
good for extra business with the increased
number of smaller feeder vessels. 

“We as United Dutch Breweries noticed
many years ago the market in crews on flagged-
out ships and that was the reason why we
produced a lower priced beer called Royal
Dutch Posthorn beer. It has become popular
with shipping companies and their crews,” he
said. 

Joris Stuip, General Manager at M.E.D.
certified ladder manufacturer and distributor
PTR Holland, has seen sufficient growth in his
business to warrant significant expansion of his
company’s Rotterdam facility. “We are due to
expand by 70% with the land we bought,” he
told The Ship Supplier. And he is anticipating
sizeable growth in his business over the next 12
to 18 months as a result of good core business
as well as the supply of anti-piracy products
onboard ship. One such product is a water
based method, the components of which are
accommodated in a container that can be
moved from ship to ship. The supply of razor
wire is also a growing market. “Last week we
sold eight kilometres of it to a client,” he
stressed.

All PTR Holland products such as its pilot
and embarkation ladders, lifeboat ladders and
container floors are tested by different
companies to the highest standards. It has
received the necessary certificates for different
kind of materials it uses such as ropes,
aluminium clamping sockets and its wooden,
polymer and aluminium steps.

When Fred Nossent and his business
partner Tom Reidel founded Rotterdam-based
Pentrade, they could not have predicted the
company would continue to thrive over 30 years
later, with a dedicated team, including close
family members, in tow. 

Established in 1979, Pentrade is an
independent, duty free wholesaler serving the
ship supply industry from its base near the port
of Rotterdam. The company remains a family
business, albeit shared out between the two
founding families, with key staff including Mr
Reidel’s two sons and Danny Nossent, Vice
President and son of Fred.

Speaking to The Ship Supplier, Danny
Nossent explained how his company’s success
is largely built on reputation, since customers,
particularly those who regularly visit the port, are
well acquainted with Pentrade’s services as 
a supplier of tobacco, liquor, fragrances,
cosmetics, food and beverages. In addition,
Pentrade is the official worldwide distributor of
Unilever products to the maritime industry and
also supplies the brand to organisations,

including the United Nations. 
As Mr Nossent acknowledged, Unilever

represents a ‘growing line’ of products for
Pentrade, perhaps owing to the brand’s focus
on personal hygiene and household products.
He noted how an essential facet of Pentrade’s
business strategy is to stock only well-known,
trusted brands and added: “Our assortment is
based on what our customers ask us for – we
cannot choose an item and market it ourselves,
but if our customers request a product, we will
begin to stock it.” 

Popular products sold by the company
include Heineken beer, Mars chocolate, Pepsi,
Marlboro cigarettes and Dove bathing products.
Owing to Pentrade’s dedication to quality
customer care, the company has strategically
integrated its sales and customs office into its
bonded warehouse, in addition to the
company’s logistics centre. The warehouse
enables Pentrade to offer a wider range of
products by holding an extensive assortment of
goods at all times.

This customer-friendly, brand-driven
approach has enabled the company to expand
its product lines, particularly within the food
sector but as Mr Nossent explained, he would
like to see the company, which currently
employs 34 staff, develop by gaining more
customers from beyond its Dutch location.
Being based in Holland for 30 years, the
company now aims to ‘focus on Europe’ and
seek out new business.

With its head office in the Dutch port of
Rotterdam and a second base in Shanghai,
China, technical wholesale company Alligator is
reaping the benefits of these key locations in an
ever-evolving shipping market, to carve a solid
reputation for speed and customer service.

Specialising in maritime, industrial and
welding products, Alligator recognises ship
suppliers as vital customers and is dedicated to
providing an enhanced and flexible service to
these markets. 

Since its formation in 1913, the company
has grown substantially and as Managing
Director Edwin Ruberg explained, Alligator’s
success can be attributed to the company’s
emphasis on customer service, quality and
stock availability: “We have to ensure the
availability is there for ship suppliers, so they can
rely on us and understand we have the 
goods they require, which can be shipped
anywhere. We keep large levels of stock, offer
great service and knowledge of our products
and can assist chandlers as we are specialised
– we advise customers and ensure
competitiveness, not only in the Rotterdam but
also in the Far East.” ■

Joris Stuip, General 
Manager, PTR Holland

Danny Nossent, Director,
Pentrade

Edwin Ruberg, Managing 
Director, Alligator

Eric Bezemer, Commercial
Director, NeKo Ship Supply
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The shipping industry owes much to
rope – a seemingly everyday
invention but one which holds an

important role within the history of
maritime operations. From the use of
traditional fibre ropes to hoist sails on King
Henry VIII’s favourite ship the Mary Rose,
to hawser products used in the mooring
of modern tankers, rope remains a vital
consumable product in shipping, but what
challenges do rope suppliers face in
today’s competitive industry?

Based in Tampa, Florida and
Savannah, Georgia, US, First Choice
Marine Supply offers a number of rope
products, from steel wire rope to mooring
ropes and tails. Greg Nielsen, President,
explained how the quality of rope is
imperative to shipping companies and
said: “This is one area where saving a few
dollars could prove to be a costly
mistake.” He described a further challenge
of educating customers regarding ‘newer
technologies’ available in the field of ropes:
“Old school mentality was ‘I need a nine
inch mooring line’ but the relevant
specification now is ‘what tensile strength
do you need?’ Manufacturers continue to
produce stronger, lighter products with
ultra-violet light resistance but often, a
purchasing manager or superintendent will
not be aware of the newer, better and
sometimes more cost effective products

available. Being able to educate all
parties involved on the options and
supply the product within a short
time frame is a constant challenge.”

Mr Nielsen also noted a current
trend whereby rope products
compliant with the Oil Companies
International Marine Forum (OCIMF)
have seen a significant increase in
demand, along with the need for
mooring ropes to be supplied with
accompanying copies of certification
proving ‘adequate tensile strength’ for
docking. Mr Nielsen said some terminals
and docks now require all ships using
their facilities to use mooring ropes
which meet a minimum tensile strength
(and provide certificates to prove this).
An example is Charleston, South
Carolina, where in order to dock, strict
requirements must be met.
Understanding the need to cut down
costs, First Choice Marine Supply
offers customers the option of renting
appropriate mooring lines for docking
at this terminal, with the option to
purchase should the vessel operator
desire.

Mr Nielsen said his company’s most
popular rope product at this time is a
special blended polymer which provides
around 40% increased tensile strength
compared to conventional mooring ropes.
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Learning theropes
By Helen Jauregui
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This product also offers
abrasion resistance,
while the higher strength
allows for a smaller
diameter and weight of rope
that can be used, without
compromising on strength. 

Mr Nielsen said: “When you think of
the weight of mooring lines and the
physical effort needed to move them, a
smaller lighter mooring line can be a
blessing to the line handlers, plus it helps
reduce injuries caused by lifting and
moving these heavy ropes. With today's
higher strength mooring ropes, instead of
asking for a specific diameter of mooring
rope or what the vessel currently has
onboard, my suggestion would be to state
your required tensile strength, as then we
can quote based on your actual needs,
helping to reduce your overall costs while
maintaining a better life cycle and
replacement value on mooring ropes.”

First Choice Marine Supply has seen
a positive increase in rope sales recently,
as Mr Nielsen confirmed, the company’s
synthetic rope sales have risen 28% in just
the first few months of 2011, while
demand for mooring ropes has risen in 
line with this. “We project this to continue
due to some delayed purchases by vessel
owners and managers in 2010. Given 
the application of most ropes, the
consequences of a failed rope far
outweigh the cost of a new rope,” Mr
Nielsen concluded.

This increase in demand for rope
products appears to be a global
phenomenon, as Joey Kim, spokesperson
at Korean manufacturer of fibre and wire
rope products DSR explained, sales of his
company’s products remain strong,
particularly owing to the fact ropes are an
expendable, consumable product and so,
new products must be purchased
periodically. Production capacity of three,
eight and 12 strand ropes has also
increased at DSR but a popular product
from the company at this time is a strong
fibre rope named SuperMax, which Mr
Kim said is composed of a high molecular
weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibre,

designed to
surpass the strength
of wire rope of the same size,
despite weighing just one eighth of
wire rope. The product is also treated
using a coating process and heat
treatment which enhances its anti-
abrasion characteristics. 

Another invention from DSR is
SuperTec, a rope with properties such
as high abrasion resistance, long-term
stability against ultra violet radiation and no
reduction of strength in water. Though
2011 has been a positive year for DSR, Mr
Kim expressed some concerns regarding
the increased price of oil, which he
described as a ‘big issue’, particularly as
many raw materials used in rope
manufacturing consist of oil and
petroleum. 

Changing demands within industry will
continue to influence rope manufacturing
processes and green technologies are one
example driving the development of new
raw materials and processes. When
developing the SkySails towing kite
propulsion system for cargo vessels,
which allows for fuel savings of between
10% and 35%, its creators realised an
especially strong yet light rope product
would be required and this led to a three-
way partnership between SkySails,
Gleistein Ropes and DSM Dyneema –
creator of Dyneema, the world’s strongest
fibre. 

Gerard de Reuver, President of DSM
Dyneema, explained how Gleistein Ropes
within the SkySails system have been
forged using the Dyneema material and
noted how “the high modulus of the
towing rope made from Dyneema enables

an efficient transfer of energy from the kite
to the vessel”. He noted how on a weight
for weight basis, Dyneema is 15 times
stronger than steel and so, ropes made
with the fibre are particularly light and easy
to handle. He added: “Comparing ropes
made with Dyneema to other synthetic
ropes, the user benefits from a smaller
rope diameter hence improved winch
efficiency, in addition to excellent chemical
and environmental resistance to harsh
conditions typically found in marine and
offshore environments. Innovations with
new Dyneema grades have significantly
improved the rope lifetime in terms of
bending fatigue and wear in use.”

Mr de Reuver explained how the
partnership between SkySails, Gleistein
Ropes and his own company, has
developed effectively owing to the ‘unique
competences’ of each party “which, when
shared and pooled together, contribute to
speeding up the various iteration cycles
which are intrinsic in the development,
scale-up and commercialisation phases of
a new system such as the SkySails towing
kite based marine propulsion system”. 

A further example of technology
designed to enhance the properties of
rope products stems from FJORD, a
family business formed in 1967 by Gail



and Ed Ratigan. Through design and
development resources, FJORD created
Chafe-Pro, a line protection product used
to shield ropes from chafe abrasion – a
problem which can occur over a cap rail,
cleat or where lines can cross at the
anchor roller. Michael Ratigan, Vice
President, explained how Chafe-Pro can
be used for mooring lines, eye splices,
ship tow and ship assist lines, hydraulic
hoses and shore service lines. 

With its patented design, which
includes a wrap-around-closing feature
(hook & loop), Chafe-Pro was developed
in 1991 to protect marine lines from chafe
abrasion and can help extend the life of
rope products significantly, as Mr Ratigan
explained: “One of the main challenges in
the industry is protecting ropes from
abrasion. The new cordage available on
today’s market has a tensile strength
stronger than steel cable wires. These
ropes are also easier to maintain and care
for but they carry a sizeable price tag. This
is why it is important for the captain and
crew to protect the ropes with some form
of chafe gear. Chafe-Pro is an inexpensive

means of protecting rope, as well as
hydraulic hose, from chafe abrasion and
ultra-violet related breakdown.”

FJORD is entering new markets
across the globe through a growing
network of worldwide distributors and
though the standard Chafe-Pro range is
designed for the protection of lines within
3/8” to 4” diameter, the manufacturer is
able to create chafing units to suit other
dimensions, as required by the customer.
“Many rope companies have designed
some of their ropes with additional layers
of cordage manufactured into the rope at
strategic places. However, this will only
protect a rope if the ship’s mooring or tow
configuration lines up precisely with the
chafe protection at the correct spot on 
the pier or railing. Chafe-Pro’s unique
portability gives the mariner the ability to
conveniently put chafe protection where it
is needed,” Mr Ratigan added.

The company also offers a guarantee
to clients that its Commercial Grade Series
of products, originally designed specifically
for the US Coast Guard and US Navy, will
outlast and outperform any other

removable anti-chafe device on the
market. This is a strong promise, but Mr
Ratigan noted how this product consists
of two layers – an outer layer formed from
the company’s proprietary nylon weave
(constructed of marine grade abrasion-
resistant polyester and nylon textiles) and
an inner layer of ballistic nylon. Chafe-Pro
also offers mildew resistance and can be
installed on lines which are already in
place. No lacing or lashings are required
to keep the product in place as nylon
hooks are used to bind it securely to the
line which requires protection.  

As the maritime industry continues to
seek methods of protecting the bottom
line, how does Mr Ratigan see Chafe-Pro
evolving in today’s market? “We believe
the need for marine line anti-chafe devices
will continue to increase for the
foreseeable future. This is primarily due to
the shift towards the use of synthetic lines
by maritime companies and due to the
continual rise in the cost of fossil fuels
which is the main ingredient in the
manufacture of synthetic lines,” he
concluded. ■
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Diary Dates 2011

7 - 9 Apr SMM India
Mumbai, India www.hamburg-messe.de

12 - 14 Apr Sea-Asia
Singapore www.sea-asia.com

18 - 19 Apr Shiptek 2011
Dubai www.shiptek2011.com

4 - 7 May MTB Shipyards Asia
Singapore www.coplandevents.com

18 - 20 May IMDEX Asia
Singapore www.imdexasia.com

24 - 27 May Nor-Shipping 2011
Oslo, Norway www.messe.no

27 - 29 May ISSA 56 Convention
Copenhagen - Oslo www.shipsupply.org

Web Links
ISSA www.shipsupply.org

IMMA www.maritime-medical.org

Public Relations                                                        www.elabor8.co.uk
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As amendments to SOLAS stipulating the carriage of
Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems
(ECDIS) onboard loom ever closer, chart suppliers will

play a fundamental role in assisting shipping companies to get
to grips with a new method of navigation which some seafarers
have yet to experience. 

Michael Cauter, Deputy Chief Executive of the UK
Hydrographic Office, said during this transitional period, where
electronic navigation is being adopted on a rolling basis to 2018,
companies should respond sooner rather than later: “My
concern is some people are looking at this as one of a number
of impending regulatory changes and treating it as a reactive
issue, i.e. “we’ll do digital navigation as and when we need to”.
There are many potential safety and economical benefits of
digital navigation but you only really get those benefits if you’ve
been through a planned transition.” 

Describing the use of electronic charts as a ‘different way of
navigating’, Mr Cauter said the need to train crew and get
supply chains in place will be paramount. He explained if
companies start planning their transition now, benefits such as
situational awareness and improved access to chart updates
and information can be realised. “There are shipping companies
who’ve been managing their own transition for the last five, six
or seven years and are now navigating predominantly with
digital charts, with a huge number of commercial and safety
benefits. I’m concerned people are not investing time into
planning how they’re going to integrate a real change in the way
they navigate and access the potential benefits” he said. 

Irrespective of when shipping companies believe the switch
to ECDIS will impact them, Mr Cauter said the need to begin

planning now is clear and he advised companies should
communicate with those in industry who can offer advice on
what this means in practice. He said: “Don’t plan for a sudden
switch, plan for a phased transition. We’ve seen a number of
shipping lines now, who’ve gone through a phased transition
where they’re increasing their costs in the first year or two,
buying paper and digital materials through the transition, but
they’ve got a clear business case and within a few years it pays
back.” 

Thomas Gunn, Managing Director of Thomas Gunn
Navigational Services, said improved situational awareness is
the ‘biggest advantage’ and the ‘main drive’ behind electronic
navigation, particularly due to information which can be used
to enhance decision-making processes on the bridge.
Describing the need for to take an early stance in planning the
changeover to ECDIS, Mr Gunn advised ship owners to talk to
navigation companies such as his own, to gain a more in-depth
understanding of the process of switching from paper to
electronic navigation methods:

“It’s a fairly complete concept change from paper folio
coverage to ECDIS. We’ve provided seminars for customers,
trying to bring this information to superintendents and the
message is getting there slowly. I think it’s a case of
acknowledging the need and the mandate – ECDIS is going to
come in over a phased time scale and the sooner they start
talking to the likes of ourselves and buying into the concept,
looking at how to comply with the mandate, the better for
them.”

In April, Thomas Gunn Navigation Services will release
Voyager 3 – the third version of the company’s popular TGNS

Preparing fora seachange



Voyager, a service which has been tested and approved by the
UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency and UKHO, in addition to
gaining approvals from a number of flag states. As a fully
automated onboard chart management system, Voyager gives the
mariner a personalised database of publications, charts and
notices to mariners (NTM) within a clear folio system. Weekly
updates are provided to the ship’s index containing NTMs and
tracings, provided through email or internet. Data is sent to the
service user via weekly updates and an emphasis on reducing file
sizes is key as file compression is used and only files of relevance
to the vessel’s chart outfit are supplied. 16,000 vessels are
currently subscribed to the Voyager service and Mr Gunn said he
believed demand for the third version will be strong. 

April will also see the launch of the company’s TGT e-Data
service which provides chart updates from not just the UKHO but
also from the US, New Zealand, Australia, Canada and Japanese
hydrographic offices. Mr Gunn said the company is also “in
discussion with a number of other hydrographic offices to include

their data sets into our TGT e-Data service”. We think we’ve got a
specific market, for regions where there could be operators relying
on not just British products but who also carry data onboard their
ships from other regions. The service also boasts a range of
additional features including advanced compression technology,
where up to 60% reduction in file size can be achieved. 

Mr Gunn described the need for shipping companies to act
on ECDIS requirements now: “If they leave it until the last minute,
the training aspect is a huge hurdle which needs to be overcome.
There are more and more solutions out there – we have products
which can help with the transition, we’ve got the people, the
technology and the understanding so it’s really about buying into
ECDIS and getting onboard now. By speaking with distributors
you can plan ahead.”

Mohsen Olyaie, Digital Sales Executive at Tehran-based
supplier Kasra Port & Shipping Services Co. – an official sub-
distributor of British Admiralty (UKHO) paper and digital products,
also expressed his concerns regarding the issue of forward
planning: “One major concern is the attitudes of many ship owners
and managers to fitting ECDIS. Many see this like any other
mandatory fit – it is to be left as late as possible to save money.
There is a lack of understanding of the training time required. Most
understand the mandatory training but do not consider crews will
need some time with the equipment onboard before they are
comfortable.

“Crew will also need to adjust the way they order charts. It is
not uncommon when vessels newly fit ECDIS to have some
confusion over chart ordering. Then as a chart agency you must
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help the crew understand, otherwise they will miss the correct
charts. Another factor in electronic navigation will be the need
for improved satellite communication systems onboard the
vessel –either to upgrade old systems or find a more cost
effective data provider” he added. 

Nima Oliazadeh, Sales Manager and Chairman, said Kasra
Port & Shipping Services Co. has not experienced a downturn
in paper chart sales, as few companies are prepared to go
‘paperless’ for a number of reasons, including problems of
perception such as a lack of trust in wholly electronic systems,
in addition to practical concerns such as a lack of trained
officers able to use ECDIS – an issue which may ‘restrict’ ship
managers. Mr Oliazadeh added he expects many customers
will “want to run a full paper backup for navigation for a couple
of years until the crew are happy and confident to run
paperless”.

However, Mr Oliazadeh described a number of benefits
associated with electronic charts, the ‘primary benefit’ (and one
frequently cited by the IMO) being increased safety: “It has been
proven using ECDIS with ENC charts will reduce the chance of
grounding. There is also a general opinion it will increase the
situational awareness as the real time position is plotted on the
charts.” 

A further benefit of electronic charts stems from the quick
turnover associated with electronic navigation, vessels relying
on paper charts alone may experience a lack of sufficient chart
coverage at times but new charts may not arrive on time. As
Mr Oliazadeh said, the cost of providing a large chart folio for a
newbuilding can be excessive, with an initial investment of
£30,000 followed by a replacement charge of around 10% each
year. 

For companies aiming to go paperless, a ‘back up’ ECDIS
must be supplied, so the initial cost will be for two systems but
according to Mr Oliazadeh, most newbuildings are now fitted
with at least one ECDIS. He added: “For vessels that are
prepared and use a ‘buy as you use’ strategy, this can be as
cheap as the update of a paper chart folio. It also has the added
benefit that at any time new charts can be licensed without any
physical delivery. This can remove the need for incredibly
expensive agent provided charts in some ports.”

In the wake of a widespread move towards E-navigation,
training is also a pertinent concern, but is the industry doing
enough to ensure seafarers are competent with these new
technologies? Michael Cauter again: “I’m a firm believer that
regulation is an important but blunt tool. The most important
thing is if we can promote the significance, importance and
benefits of training to ship owners and managers, the market
demand will pull this through. With the model course, the IMO
has taken an early stance on recognising the need for training

and other bodies are also spending time thinking about this. 
“Training will always need to be personalised for a particular

environment or vessel – that is not a role for the regulator and
commercially, the benefits of investing in training are clear but
personally, I am not happy, at an industry level with the
investment which has been made in training around digital
navigation today. I think a number of shipping companies have
taken rather short term views and hear comments such as “why
should I invest in this crew, I may not have them in two or three
years time,” but I think we are seeing the people who are
making that investment improve their turnover of staff and they
are seeing the benefits of this. It’s more about trying to
encourage the philosophy of shipping companies to embrace
the benefits of training rather than seeing this as a regulatory
‘must-do’” Mr Cauter said.

Mr Oliazadeh also expressed concerns over a lack of
adequate training for ECDIS: “There have already been a
number of accidents where to a greater or lesser extent the
cause was a lack of understanding of digital charts. For existing
officers who may never have seen an electronic chart, the
minimum training is the IMO course and a manufacturer course
of no minimum length. Compared with the time allocated to
learn paper chart techniques, this is not enough. The other
major issue is every ECDIS is different – they all perform the
same tasks, but the layouts are different, especially in terms of
installation charts. This can be troublesome for the ship
manager and also the crew and on many occasions a chart
agent is required to assist here but there are so many systems
on the market it is not easy for chart agents to do so.”

There is a level of uncertainty in industry at this time,
particularly in terms of differences between flag and port state
control requirements where there is little standardisation. Mr
Oliazadeh said: “This can be confusing for the customer and
can lead to remarks from Inspectors or even fines. It would be
ideal to have a little more standardisation of requirements,
especially in terms of digital requirements. There are so many
different requirements for what is compliant in terms of digital
publications, ECDIS and backup requirements and this can only
be a bad thing.” 

Early installation of ECDIS will provide seafarers with the
greatest opportunity to develop a clear and comprehensive
knowledge of E-navigation and Mr Oliazadeh emphasised the
benefits of using a ‘hybrid’ of paper and digital charts initially,
where both formats can run side by side. He also said it will  be
important for superintendents to “embrace new systems and
get involved”, particularly since many superintendents will have
come ashore before ECDIS technologies were implemented
onboard but “it is important they understand how these work to
select the right option for the company”. ■
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Engravings on rock in the Sahara of
North and West Africa show
mankind’s use of artistic symbols

dating back to the Neolithic period, while
prehistoric paintings in French and
Spanish caves detail life during prehistoric
times. Visual signs have been used for
centuries to influence human behaviour
and in 21st century life, from a ‘keep off
the grass’ board to a yellow ‘wet floor’
sign in your local fast food restaurant or a
‘mind that child’ motto on your
neighbourhood ice cream van, the

portrayal of information through
signs and symbols remains a

fundamental method of
communication. 

In the maritime
industry, where
often, many different
nationalities sail
under one
command, the

potential for language
barriers has led to

signage systems of a more

global nature than those found on land.
Captain Andrew Goldsmith, Marine
Technical Manager at photo luminescent
safety sign manufacturer Maritime
Progress, described a ‘commonality’ of
signs onboard, where owing to 
the prevalence of different languages
spoken, symbols with clear meaning are
required. This year, new regulations from
the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO/FDIS 7010 and ISO
3864 Graphical Symbols), will stipulate a
global, standardised appearance for safety
signs designed for emergency evacuation,
fire protection, accident prevention and
health hazard information. 

In the maritime industry, the standard
ISO 24409 (Ships and Marine
Technology), will dictate the location and
appearance of safety signs and other
relevant signs and markings. Capt
Goldsmith explained how the main signs
affected will be mandatory personal
protective equipment signs and some
forms of prohibition signs, in addition to
small changes which will affect safe

condition and fire equipment signage.
Though for some signage, the difference
may seem minimal, it is important,
particularly in a global industry such as
shipping, for signs to be replaced to
ensure standardisation across the board. 

Capt Goldsmith said: “With different
languages you need to use symbols with
meaning which is why we’ve now got
international standards coming in which
say we must use the same signs, whether
onboard a ship, in a hotel in Finland or in
a factory in Brazil – this isn’t happening at
the moment as different regions have
created their own signs to a certain extent.
Many American signs are still rather
different to European ones but on a
ship they’re more similar than on
land as it’s an international
industry which has grown up
with the need to have different
nationalities onboard. When
I was working onboard,
we’d still have three 
or four different
nationalities present.

of the times



English may be a widely
spoken language, but you’re

still better in an emergency
situation having signs

which everyone can
understand.” 

For signage
manufacturers,
will these new
changes mean

lost profits and unavoidable expenses?
Not according to Capt Goldsmith who
explained how the new regulations have
been fairly straightforward as by ‘starting
early and gradually’ with the process of
changing the signs they produce,
manufacturers can gain appropriate
information in good time, rather than
experience a swift, inconvenient change.
Capt Goldsmith said he believes the new
requirements are a ‘positive move’ but
said it is likely to take around 10 to 15
years before the industry will fully realise
the benefits of this.

Signs may alter in appearance but as
Capt Goldsmith noted, the process of risk
assessment will remain a vital element of

ensuring safety onboard. “You have a duty
of care to warn your employees and crew
onboard. When you’re looking at a space
such as an engine room, you need to do a
risk assessment as to how you would get
out of that space in an emergency and this
will determine what signage you will need
to help you and what hazards there are.
Signs onboard really come from the need
to have a plan, to know where your
equipment is and those symbols on the
plan have naturally progressed to become
signs.”

Tiago Pedrosa, Export Sales Manager
at Everlux, manufacturer of photo
luminescent signs, agreed safety factors
must be taken into account in the early
stages: “In our opinion the most important
issue, at all times, is the safeguarding of
human life. It is essential to have a safety
signage system which, under all
conditions, allows for quick location and
operation of all means of evacuation and
emergency equipment.” Mr Pedrosa
agreed the standardisation of safety
signage will be an important factor in
ensuring safety onboard: “Safety signage

is supposed to be a universal language
and in our opinion it is not correct that the
same emergency equipment will have
different signs whether it is located in a
ship, hotel or shopping mall. Regardless
of where it is installed this safety
equipment should always be marked with
the same safety sign so it can easily be
understood by its potential user. The
challenge posed by this standardisation is
already assured by Everlux as we have
always offered solutions to the market.
Nevertheless, we will strive to have an
active role in communicating and in the
positive driving of this standardisation to
the marketplace.”  

Signage is undoubtedly an important
factor in ensuring safety onboard
but in this time of global
recession, are suppliers and
manufacturers of such
equipment concerned that
shipping companies are
not investing sufficiently
in these vital
products? Mr
Pedrosa explained
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how though the
recession has brought
tighter budgets for
many companies,
hard economic times
do not signal a
reduction in the risk

of accidents and so,
‘safety measures should

remain the same’. He
added that classification and

insurance bodies will not reduce their
‘standard demands for safety’ onboard,
simply due to recessionary times and said
for owners and operators, “investing in
safety is always beneficial because it will
reduce accidents and costs and will
simultaneously increase the prominence of
the safest entities.”   

Mark Ansbjerg, Key Account Manager
at JO Safety Sign shared his concerns
regarding the effect of economic hardship
on the provision of signage: “Ship owners,
for the last couple of years have
downsized the priority for upgrading safety
signage onboard ships, of course to cut
down on their expenses. We do feel the

market has turned now and more orders
are coming in, both for newbuildings and
for existing ships. But we also feel safety
onboard generally has a low priority but
there is a reasonable explanation for this
as some ship owners would rather invest
in equipment which makes the ships more

profitable (such as fuel saving machinery).
It is never good for a ship owner’s
reputation when an accident has occurred
onboard one of their ships – image is still
extremely important for every company

and they need to bear this in mind. From a
human perspective, proper safety
guidelines can keep the workers’
wellbeing intact and overall, save lives.”  

Mr Ansbjerg also agreed the new
standardisation of signs will benefit
industry: “Whether you come from
Australia or Norway, there will never be any
doubt about a sign’s meaning. It benefits
manufacturers, suppliers and end
customers. The maritime market is a
global market so cutting off different
standardisations to create one
standardisation would simplify things
enormously. It gives only a small challenge
for our company as we can quickly
change our line of products within a
couple of weeks.”

Whatever the economic climate,
human error will remain an important
factor in driving forward the importance of
safety signage in industry. Tiago Pedrosa
again: “Human error is becoming
increasingly relevant because equipment
failure is relatively easy to solve. All
equipment is operated by people and so
human error will always exist. Safety signs
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have an important role in minimising
human error through instructions and
alerting for safety procedures. Evacuation
plans, fire actions, safety procedure
instructions, information on how to
operate emergency equipment and
mechanisms, escape route marking and
prohibition signs among others are all
important messages which will lead to the
implementation of better safety
procedures and to the reduction of human
error.”

Whether an emergency situation
stems from human error or mechanical
failure, photo luminescent signs can be
especially useful and as Capt Goldsmith
explained, these forms of sign are ‘the
norm’ onboard because ships can lose
power and electricity in emergency
situations and so, emergency lighting
along with glow in the dark signs and
instructions are imperative to assist those
onboard to find a route to safety. Following
the World Trade Center bombing of 1993,
photo luminescent paint to show
directions was commissioned inside the
Twin Towers, particularly within the

stairwells, which assisted the escape of a
number of individuals inside the towers
during the 11th September attacks in
2001. 

A prime example from the maritime
world which illustrates the importance of
emergency lighting is the ro-ro and

passenger ferry Herald of Free Enterprise,
which capsized in 1987 resulting in 193
deaths. This incident brought the hazards
of not supplying secure emergency
lighting to the attention of industry as in

this extreme situation, where the ship’s
electrical system failed, passengers and
crew were unable to find their way, leading
to loss of life.

With the new regulations for signage
remaining firmly at the forefront of their
concerns, manufacturers are taking steps
to create new products with enhanced
features for the maritime market. Mr
Pedrosa explained how Everlux has
recently launched a product which follows
the concept of photo luminescent safety
signs but owing to its properties, is aimed
at the passenger vessel and cruise ship
markets. The ‘Excellence’ safety sign
system fuses signs with the high-
end environment of such
vessels, with emphasis on
aesthetic and decorative
styles while taking into
consideration values
such as design
principles, perception
and the unique
properties of different
signs.

Mr Pedrosa explained
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how Excellence signs are
available in opaque

acrylic glass, brushed
stainless steel and
said: “A sign is the
union of several
visual elements
which when put

together, translate into
a message. These

elements are the colour,
geometric shape and the

pictogram which provide a
conspicuous and unequivocal message.
The Excellence sign system allows the
transmission of its message in all
circumstances (with or without light) taking
advantage of its pictogram and
background coloured photo luminescent
properties. Across the entire coloured
surface a diagonal scheme is included
which stresses the pictogram and
reinforces the colour of the sign in the
dark.”

Capt Goldsmith explained how his
company, Maritime Progress, mainly
supplies signage to tankers, cargo ships

and containerships but also to passenger
ships, where even products such as
‘tactile signs’ for the visually impaired are
supplied, as vessel operators take
measures to ensure the safety of all
passengers is taken into account. This

includes the Braille equivalent of the word
‘EXIT’, which can be placed along banister
rails or even for non-emergency situations
in areas such as toilet facilities, so
individuals without sight can find their way. 

Though a range of signs must be

provided onboard, Capt
Goldsmith emphasised
the importance of
ensuring clarity and
straightforward
instructions as “signs
can be ignored 
if they’re too
complicated” and cited
the example of a modern
day construction site where
a large board stipulating many
words, instructions and images can be
found, as this method of portraying
information can be rather complicated in
its approach and possibly discourage
some individuals from reading it. However,
from an employer’s perspective, such
signage will often be provided in an effort
to ensure they have adequately ‘covered
themselves’ from liability in the event of an
accident while taking appropriate
measures for insurance purposes. “Putting
up a large number of signs can be
confusing, so you must choose signage
carefully and perform a risk assessment,”
Capt Goldsmith concluded. ■
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From humble beginnings in downtown
Minneapolis to a worldwide company,
Graco Inc. has certainly come a long

way in its 85-year history.
Now a global manufacturer of fluid-

handling equipment and systems, the once
quiet family-owned business started out on
a cold winter’s day in 1926 when Russell
Gray, a car park attendant and mechanic,
thought there had to be a better way to
lubricate cars than by using hand-operated
grease guns. 

The temperature that day had dropped
so low the grease was impossible to move
and so his invention of an air-powered
grease gun received a warm welcome from
service station owners and a growing
automobile market. 

Along with his brother Leil, Russell
formed Gray Company Inc to market the
new grease gun and it generated sales of
$35,000 in the first year alone.

During the 1930s and ‘40s the brothers
guided the company through sustained
growth, primarily with lubrication pumps 
for cars – Russell the inventive force behind
the firm and Leil providing the business
acumen.

During the Second World War, Gray
Company designed mobile lubrication
systems for use on the battlefield and after
the war turned its attention to industrial uses
of the pumping technology it had been
developing over the years. Spraying units,
finishing equipment and dispensing
systems were designed for uses ranging
from spreading adhesives to handling food. 

In 1965 Gray Company developed an
electrically powered airless-spray system
that freed painting contractors from bulky
compressors and it also introduced
equipment that allowed hot airless
pumping, proportionate mixing, and
automatically controlled dispensing of fluids.

Gray Company Inc. changed its name
to Graco Inc. in 1969 when it became a
public company. The rest, as they say, is
history.

Today, over 2,200 people work for
Graco at its worldwide headquarters in
Minneapolis, its European headquarters in
Maasmechelen, Belgium – which also
serves the Middle East and Africa – and
Shanghai, serving the Asia Pacific region.

Most of Graco’s production is carried
out in the US and in the various regions the
company has warehouses for storage and
assembly and local sales and marketing
departments offering technical assistance
and customer service.

Graco has been working in the shipping
industry since the middle of the last century.
It has contracts for coating ships and
tankers in Central Europe, Russia, the
Middle East and Africa.

“The shipyard industry represents a
growing market for Graco as all ships need
to be coated to prevent aggressive
corrosion effects, which requires specific

experience and expertise,” said a company
spokesman.

“Our distributors have direct contacts
and have made mobile units that can spray
protective coatings of almost any type in
most of the harbours.”

Along with the marine industry, Graco
also manufactures products to assist with
many other fields including construction,
energy, agriculture, electronics, cleaning and
even food, beverages and cosmetics.

Graco has a modern training centre in
Maasmechelen where training and testing is
carried out in order to keep its distributors
up to date with new products.

“We work with many distributors 
and service partners each with their 
own expertise throughout Europe to
guarantee customer satisfaction,” said the
spokesman.

One of the company’s latest offerings is
a new proportioner to add to its family of
plural-component sprayers. 

The XP70 Plural-Component Sprayer is
designed to pump, mix and spray high
viscocity, faster-curing materials and it is well
suited for applying coatings to ships, along
with wind energy towers, railcars and
bridges to name but a few.

The system handles environmentally-
friendly high solid coatings and materials
requiring heat and Graco says it reduces
material waste because it mixes only 
as much material needed for the job, unlike
hand mixing, where any unused material 
is usually thrown away at the end of 
the day. Following improved results in 2010,
Graco President and Chief Executive Patrick
J McHale said the company was looking 
to build on those even further this year. 
“We will continue to pursue our growth
strategies including product development
and international expansion, entering new
markets and strategic acquisitions.”    ■
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People Places
Wilhelmsen Ships

Service is growing
its logistics business

in the Africa, Middle East and
Black Sea (AMB) region with
the appointment of a Ships
Spares Logistics Manager.

Clarence Bothelo, located
at the Norwegian company’s
office in Dubai, UAE is
responsible for driving sales of
the SSL service and for building
expertise in customer services.

The logistics service offers
a single point of contact for
managing the delivery of spare
parts from manufacturer to ship

and combines the use of a freight forwarding centre with an online
service. This provides contract customers with the ability to see the
location and status of their orders.

Wilhelmsen Ships Service offers a worldwide network with 4,600
marine professionals servicing 2,200 ports in 125 countries. It
supplies safety and environmental services, marine products and
chemicals and last year made over 214,000 product deliveries to
23,000 vessels.

Mr Bothelo holds a Master’s degree in Financial Management
from Mumbai University and before joining Wilhelmsen Ships Service
was key account manager for a major logistics company in Mumbai
for six years. He has also worked with other freight forwarding
companies.

“We have seen an increasing interest in our Ships Spares
Logistics service. Our focus on ‘track & trace’ capability, performance
reports and especially one-point contact in our customer service is
seen as a superior benefit by our customers,” said Mr Bothelo.

“We are looking forward to seeing more agreements in the Africa,
Middle East and Black Sea region. Furthermore, we have been
receiving an increasing number of trial orders from India, Dubai,
Turkey, Ukraine and Bahrain, and customers have now begun to
show interest in the SSL offer and look at us as a global solutions
provider.” ■
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With its head office in the
Dutch port of Rotterdam
and a second base in

Shanghai, China, technical wholesale
company Alligator is reaping the benefits
of these key locations in an ever-evolving
shipping market, to carve a solid
reputation for speed and customer
service.

Specialising in maritime, industrial and
welding products, Alligator recognises
ship suppliers as vital customers and is
dedicated to providing an enhanced and
flexible service to these markets. 

Since its formation in 1913, the
company has grown substantially and as
Managing Director Edwin Ruberg
explained, Alligator’s success can be
attributed to the company’s emphasis on
customer service, quality and stock
availability: “We have to ensure the
availability is there for ship suppliers, so

they can rely on us and understand we
have the goods they require, which can be
shipped anywhere. We keep large levels
of stock, offer great service and
knowledge of our products and can 
assist chandlers as we are specialised –
we advise customers and ensure
competitiveness, not only in Rotterdam
but also in the Far East.” 

Though Mr Ruberg noted 2009 was a
challenging year owing to the global
recession, particularly following a
successful period for the company in
2007-2008, he noted 2010 had seen new
opportunities for Alligator, particularly due
to the company’s expansion efforts in the
Far East. In 2007, Alligator opened a new
office and warehouse in Shanghai – the
largest port in the world. Mr Ruberg said
this aspect of his business has yielded
fresh opportunities but noted how the
company’s activities in the region could be
enhanced further: “I think Shanghai is
where we will grow but here in Rotterdam
we can also strengthen our position –
there is a lot of competition but I think we
will become even stronger because of our
position in the Far East.”

In January 2011, Alligator relocated its
Rotterdam warehouse to the city’s
Hoogvliet district and now, with 28 staff
based at this new location alone, Mr
Ruberg confirmed the company’s position
in Europe remains strong: “I believe
Alligator can reach more markets in
Europe. Every year, we also add new
ranges of products and we will put time
and effort into the European market in
2011 to generate more business.”

Alligator stocks over 15,000 products,
including well known brands and the

company prides itself on stringent
adherence to technical and regulatory
standards. Items popular with customers
at this time include firefighting and general
safety products, valves, nozzles, glass
fibre and insulation, welding, adhesive and
sealing materials, hoses, fire hoses and
packing and jointing materials.  

With customer service which the
company defines as ‘all-embracing’ yet
‘difficult to define’, Alligator is focused on
accuracy and speed of delivery, coupled
with in-depth advice for its customers,
who are welcome to browse the
company’s offices in either location, from
which goods are dispatched frequently
every day though order collection and
delivery are also mainstay services offered
by the company.

For 2011, Mr Ruberg expressed his
concern over the number of new ships
being built at present – vessels which may
not require the replacement parts and
technical products which are so popular
with Alligator customers. He agreed there
has been a market adjustment in recent
years, with older ships losing out on
charters to new vessels and said: “This is
why we are concentrating on the far east
side – they didn’t have a recession and if
you see the growth figures of the Chinese
ports, it’s tremendous.”

With a clear understanding of the 
time sensitive nature of shipping, Alligator
now aims to take a greater bite of the 
Far East market but only through a flexible
attitude and the knowledge to rapidly
foresee situations – positive talents
described as “the Rotterdam port attitude
for a company operating throughout 
the world”. ■

Edwin Ruberg, Managing 
Director, Alligator
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Transas Marine has chosen
Hatteland Display to supply the
dedicated hardware for its new

generation of the ECDIS system.
The technology provider of specialised
display and computer products will
present a product concept based on

state-of-the-art
technology and

design.

Anders Rydlinger,
Director Product
Management
Navigation Business
Unit at Transas Marine
International, said: “We
have been working
with Hatteland Display
for many years and we
value the quality of the Hatteland Display
Products. Transas has always been
committed to setting the high standard
in the marine navigation market and now
we have a right partner with whom we
can work to advance the quality of our
products and create the optimal
package for mariners worldwide.”
The move would further strengthen the
partnership with Transas Marine

International as one of the main global
providers of ECDIS systems, said Trond
K. Johannessen, President and CEO of
Hatteland Display.
“I am confident that the combination of
Transas Marine International’s deep
market understanding and SW Expertise,
together with Hatteland Display’s strong
hardware capabilities will result in a very
successful product package.” ■

Hatteland
wins key Transas deal

All set
for alarm deadline
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With the clock ticking down to
July 1st, when new regulations
are phased in to ensure most

ocean going vessels have a Bridge
Navigational Watch Alarm System,
technology company Gentay has
announced its partnership with AMI
Marine (UK) to supply and commission
the BNWAS-810 system.

Gentay, which also produces night
vision equipment to supply ships moving
in areas of suspected piracy, carried out
an extensive investigation of various
manufacturers and suppliers before
selecting AMI Marine (UK).

From July 1st, ships of 150gt and
upwards and passenger ships
irrespective of size, that are built on or

before July 1st , 2011, must be fitted with
a BNWAS.

This will be followed with staggered
deadlines over the next three years for
those ships built before July 1st this year,
not later than the first survey. These are
July 1st 2012 for passenger ships
irrespective of size and cargo ships of
3,000gt and upwards, July 1st , 2013 for
cargo ships of 500gt and upwards and
July 1st, 2014 for cargo ships of 150gt
and upwards but less than 500gt.

The new IMO regulations form part of
the Safety of Life at Sea Convention
amendments which were adopted in
June 2009.

The purpose of the BNWAS is to
ensure a ship is under the control of the

Officer of the Watch (OOW) at all times
and to make sure the wheelhouse is
never left unmanned. It is essential for
companies running a ‘one man bridge’
where the ship relies on one OOW to
ensure it remains on a safe passage.

The OOW must reset the BNWAS
within a set time period - should he not,
the system will enter a sequence of alarm
stages – firstly an audible and visual alarm
in the wheelhouse which, if not
acknowledged, will trigger an audible and
visual alarm in chosen officer’s quarters
and an audible alarm ship-wide.

Martin Nygate, of UK-based Gentay,
said: “The systems are beginning to be
put in now. It’s all about being ready for
the July deadline.” ■
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Brand owners can now manage
their authorised agents in the
ShipServ Pages, thanks to a

new function on the online ship supplies
directory.

They will be able to set up all their
agents on Pages, meaning suppliers
joining the platform cannot claim
authorised status unless they have been
approved by the brand owner.

Verified suppliers will get a further
boost to their ‘TradeRank’, ShipServ’s
system of ratings and reviews for the
ship suppliers who operate on the
network.

Users of the service ‘vote’ through
their actions and their choices of trading
partners, in a similar way to Amazon
and eBay, so buyers can see active
trading suppliers are being trusted.

Paul Ostergaard, Chief Executive,
ShipServ said: “With our suite of
verification tools, the community is
determining who are the best suppliers
to do business with – be that through
authorisations, reviews or actual orders.

“It’s an incredibly powerful thing,
and makes ShipServ an information
platform where buyers know they can
trust the information being provided.” ■

New Safegaurd
to verify
ShipServ
suppliers

Global marine safety equipment
provider Mobilarm is joining
forces with Personal Locator

Beacon (PLB) manufacturer Marine
Rescue Technologies to form what is
claimed to be the world’s largest
technology company dedicated to
marine safety and man overboard
technology.

Mobilarm entered a sale and
purchase agreement with MRT which
covers all Marine Technologies Ltd
assets, including its Sea Marshall PLB
product line.

“With David Marshall at the helm,
Marine Rescue Technologies and the
Sea Marshall brand were the original
driving force behind the introduction of
PLBs into the marine market, so we are
delighted to count this highly-regarded
organisation as part of Mobilarm,” said
Lindsay Lyon, Chief Executive of
Mobilarm.

“David has dedicated a lifelong
career to the improvement of maritime
safety relating to persons lost at sea.”

Indeed, the idea for Sea Marshall
came about following David’s own
experience of a man overboard
situation, the sinking of the Gaul trawler
in 1974, and a request by the UK Ministy
of Defence to develop a PLB for the
Joint Services entry to the Whitbread
Round the World Race in 1975.

Mr Williams said the market
opportunity for PLBs was still vast due
to governments, under health and safety
rules, finally demanding their carriage,
and Mobilarm was “perfectly positioned”
to support the market growth. ■

New owner
for Sea Marshall

Seaview
appoints new UK distributor

Anew UK and Ireland distributor
has been appointed by Seaview,
manufacturers of mounting

solutions for marine electronics.
Interform Marine, based in High

Wycombe, Buckinghamshire will supply
the full range of Seaview mounts for new
build, custom fit and retrofit projects. The
mounts offer optimal positioning of all
radar, satdome, thermal imagining
cameras and other antennas.

Interform already manufactures the
Marine Pod, a helm position mounting

system at its UK factory and company
spokesperson James Wetherell said the
addition of the Seaview range of
products would enhance the ability to
provide owners and builders with a full
service when it comes to mounting
electronic antennas.

“We will not only be handling the
leisure market but also the growing
commercial sector which demands the
robust structure and reliability that
Seaview builds into its products,” added
Mr Wetherell.

Interform Marine will create a

dealership network throughout the UK

and work closely with Seaview Europe in

France. 

“By also establishing a close

relationship with our colleagues in France

we are able to supply any mount needed

to satisfy virtually any application within a

few days, plus we have a special

customised service for those customers

with a unique requirement,” said Mr

Wetherell. ■
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OceanSaver has announced plans
to launch revolutionary next
generation ballast water

management technology. The Mark II
technology realises OceanSaver’s
strategy to roll out its high-end
technology to different sized vessels

OceanSaver’s Mark II ballast water
treatment system is a specifically tailored
version of its type-approved Mark I
model, but with the most ‘energy
demanding’ features of the original
removed. The Mark II model introduces
better performing filtration technology for
the customer.

Sales and Marketing Director Tor Atle
Eiken, said: “We are sharpening the
already proven OceanSaver technology
with our new Mark II ballast water
treatment system; this will widen our core
market segments, reduce installation 
time and complexity for retrofit and
newbuilding projects and at the same
time continue to be a high quality
supplier.” 

OceanSaver is globally recognised as
one of the leading ballast water treatment
system providers, known for its high-
technology ballast water treatment
equipment, services, engineering and
product management and system
installations. The company has signed
major contracts for 22 ballast water
treatment systems for tanker vessels in
2010, propelling its position as a key
supplier to the global large vessel fleet.

OceanSaver has been dominating in
the larger sized vessel segment, but the
applications for the new Mark II
technology open up the medium range
vessel market, therefore expanding
OceanSaver’s customer base. The new
version also opens up the retrofit window
with reduced installation time and
complexity.

Ballast water treatment systems are
becoming mandatory equipment
onboard vessels, driven by a legal
requirement following the adoption,
ratification and entry into force of the IMO
Ballast Water Management Convention in
2004. OceanSaver has been developing

its ballast water treatment systems since
2003 and has since won significant
contracts following its full Type Approval
certification by Det Norske Veritas (DNV)
in April 2009, on behalf of the Norwegian
Flag State Authority. 

The system is also approved for
installations in gas hazardous areas, a
prerequisite for tanker applications.
During the development of the
technology, comprehensive and
independent corrosion and coating
impact studies have been carried out,
both in laboratories and under real-life
onboard conditions. These confirm
reduced corrosion and coating
weathering rates. The OceanSaver ballast
water treatment system has
demonstrated compliance with the
intentions of the IMO Performance
Standard for Protective Coatings (PSPC).

Director of R&D at OceanSaver, Aage
Bjørn Andersen, has been involved in 
the development of environmental
technologies for the offshore and
shipping industries for more than 15
years. Andersen said: “OceanSaver is
pretty unique as we are one of the few if
not the only ballast water company with
our own laboratory and testing. This is
significant to mention, as we are able to
simulate operational conditions and test
components of the system over time.
This is an assurance to our clients. 

The retrofit market is an area that
OceanSaver will increasingly focus on, in
addition to the fairly stable newbuilding
market. Without the need for extra piping
that would be found in the Mark I due to
the addition of the cavitation units the
ship owner saves time and money in the
dry-docking stage.

The energy required for the complete
system and related equipment is 50%
less for the Mark II than for the first
generation, in addition to no treatment at
de-ballasting operations, this will increase
cost efficiency for the ship operator. The
technology behind the Mark II has been
the result of many years of development
at OceanSaver’s laboratories. The design
concept strongly rests on the technology

found in Mark I which already has full type
approval. However, the new technology
is undergoing separate land-based
testing in March/April 2011 and the tests
are expected to be finalised by mid-June. 

OceanSaver predicts that by the end
of the third quarter of 2011 it will have
received full type approvals for the Mark II
ballast water treatment system. ■

Anew synthetic rope with what is
claimed to be one of the
highest strength to weight

ratios on the market, has been
launched by TEHO International.

The Magnaro Megacore, an eight-
strand plait, is made from high tenacity
Megacore yarn and high tenacity
polyester and has the same strength
whether wet or dry.

A spokesman for TEHO, a stockist
and distributor of mooring, rigging,
lifting and safety systems to the marine
and offshore gas and oil industries,
said: “In view of the increasing vessel
size and the demand for stronger and
more durable rope on the rise,
Megacore is beneficial for quick and
safe mooring and towing applications
due to its lightweight and ease of
handling onboard.”

With the specific gravity of less
than 1, Megacore is a floating rope and
it also claimed to have a good
resistance to abrasion and UV, making
it suitable for use out at sea. It can be
used as a mooring and tie-up line,
towing line and mooring pendant and
when used as such, requires a
minimum breaking load of only 25%
higher than that of the wire mooring line
to which it is attached. ■

TEHO
launches 
new rope

OceanSaver
embraces next generation BWMT
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Shipping industry
embraces Scanjet anti-piracy solution

Against a backdrop of rising piracy
on the high seas, particularly from
Somali-based attackers, marine

equipment specialist Scanjet says its
SCR 360 APR water cannon Marine
Protection System (MPS) is in increasing
demand. 

The International Maritime Bureau
(IMB) recently confirmed that 2010 was
the worst year for pirate attacks on
shipping on record. A total of 53 ships
were hijacked, while owners reported
445 attacks on vessels in 2010, up 10%
on 2009. The human cost was severe,
with 1,181 crew members taken hostage
and eight killed.

Scanjet Sales Director Bjorn
Lundgren said: “After its launch in 2009,
the take-up of the Scanjet MPS was slow
to begin with, but since the summer of
2010 demand has really exploded. The
level of enquiries has picked up at an
incredible pace in recent months and is
not slowing down, as owners come to
realise they have to do whatever they can
to protect their vessels and crews.”

A large number of vessels are now
equipped with the Scanjet MPS system,
the majority being tankers, ranging from
small chemical carriers to large VLCCs.
A wide variety of other ship types have
also been equipped with the MPS anti-
piracy technology, including car carriers,
LNG tankers and passenger ships.
Installations are individually made for
each vessel based on the available pump
capacity onboard.

Mr Lundgren says, “Many owners
and operators are aware of the problem,
but do not realise that solutions like the
MPS exist and do work. As the message
is getting across so the level of interest is
rising fast.”

Equipping vessels with the MPS
offers an effective and environmentally
friendly way of protecting vessels and
crew. The water cannons provide
deterrence that can be seen at a
distance and clearly show to pirates that
the vessel is protected. They also
represent a non-provocative form of
protection as the water beams generated

are not lethal. Mr Lundgren adds, “The
MPS works. It is highly significant that
none of the vessels that have MPS
onboard have been successfully
attacked.”

Developed in line with IMO MSC.
1/Circ. 1334 recommendations, the SC
360APR MPS is a high capacity anti-
piracy water cannon, incorporating
multi-nozzle machines that are driven by
the flow of sea water using existing
pumps onboard. Based on the well-
proven Scanjet tank cleaning machine
technology, the system operates
automatically with nozzles rotating
continuously through 360 degrees,
requires no manual operation and does
not need chemicals or steam additives.

Dedicated to tank cleaning
equipment and anti piracy equipment,
Scanjet delivers from its own production
in Sweden to ensure quality control and
convenient R&D for its engineering
department. Since being launched, the

company has continuously upgraded the
MPS system to make the MPS even
more durable and reliable in tough marine
conditions; the rotation speed of the
system has been optimised, at 4-6 rpm,
to maximise protection against boarding
by pirates; and the flow of water, now
50m3-100m3 hour, has been improved. 

Furthermore, to optimise the
downward pressure of the water a block
has been installed to prevent water being
projected upwards. “We emphasise the
need for a strong and powerful water
beam,” says Mr Lundgren. “Otherwise it
is just a shower that does not really
frighten anyone.” 

The system is made up of three main
parts - a cannon gun unit, a turbine
powered drive and a mounting bracket.
Once activated the system will continue
running until the vessel is safe and the
pumps are switched off, allowing the
crew to be locked down in safe areas
onboard if necessary. ■
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As ozone-depleting refrigerants are
in the process of being phased
out around the world, vessels are

changing their refrigeration systems to
meet the new legal requirements. 

The challenge for the business is to
navigate through the jungle of
replacement alternatives offered from the
world-wide chemical industry. As market
leader for marine refrigerants, Wilhelmsen
Ships Service has, through a series of
activities like “Catch R-22”, prepared the
industry for this change. 

After performing in-house tests,
Wilhelmsen Ships Service decided on
Unicool R-417A as a cost-efficient option
for replacing R-22 in direct expansion
systems across a variety of applications.
However, although Unicool R-417A is
suitable for customers that prefer to 

use a single alternative, there are
several operating vessel types (such as
passenger ships) that call for optimal
performance in a variety of large cooling
system applications. In order to stock
the ideal replacement alternative for
each system, some customers need
to carry several different types of
refrigerants onboard. 

Acting on such requests
Wilhelmsen Ships Service has
expanded its range to include Unicool
R-422D (ICEON® 29 by DuPont) and
Unicool R-427A (FORANE® by
ARKEMA). For customers who now
have different refrigerant types on board
the same vessel, all Unicool cylinders
are clearly colour-coded and labelled to
prevent the crew from charging the
wrong gas into a system. ■

Unicool range expanded
to meet customers demands
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Anew inflatable lifejacket has been
launched by EVAL, following
much work by the company’s

Research and Development department.
EVAL has been manufacturing

lifesaving equipment since 1976 and the
new lifejacket is the latest in a long line of
safety products from the Greek company.

The jacket is available in four types –
a manually or automatically operated
mechanism and a manual or
automatically operated mechanism with
D ring.

The inflatable chamber is made of
distinctive yellow cloth and folded into a
nylon cover that closes with Velcro, and
has an approved whistle, blow mouth,
loop/rescue strap and a ring holding the
CO2 bottle.

It complies with all the requirements

of the market and the European
regulations in  accordance with standard
CE EN ISO12402-3/150N.

“It combines its small size with a
comfortable, stylish and ergonomic
design,” said the company’s Managing
Director Mr E. Vallianatos. 

He added: “Quality and functionality
are they key terms. Quality determines
the ability or not of a safety system to
function properly at a time of need, as in
most cases it will be used only once, in a
real emergency. That’s why EVAL has
focused on its quality control department
that is well equipped and staffed with
specialist engineers.

“Continuous co-operation with our
Notified Bodies also creates a safe base
for the production quality in order for our
company to release value for money
products to the market.” ■

EVAL
buoyed by new lifejacket
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New Shrink Pallet Covers Deliver
20% Cost Savings and Carbon Reductions

Polythene UK, the largest broker of
polythene film and bags in the UK,
has launched a new range of

polythene shrink covers available in its
new ‘Polylite’ material which promises to
deliver 20% in costs savings and 20% in
carbon reductions for the user.

The new ‘Polylite’ polythene pallet
covers are essentially made from
standard polythene, but made in a
superior way when compared to
traditional methods. Polythene UK’s
manufacturing methods enable it to
produce a multi-layered, tough,
lightweight film that offers great strength
at lower gauges while reducing the
weight of polythene consumption. The
effect of this is typically a massive 20%
cost saving and a 20% reduction of the
carbon footprint.

James Woollard, Managing Director
of Polythene UK, explained further: “Our
shrink pallet covers can reduce the
weight of polythene consumption by
20%, leading to less polythene waste
going into our landfill system and
therefore significantly reducing the user’s
carbon footprint. It’s a terrific product,
that provides the ultimate ‘transit and

storage packaging’ solution, saving the
user money, reducing their carbon
footprint and tackling the problem of
polythene waste.”

Polythene UK’s new polythene shrink
covers have been designed for their
strength and ease of application. All their
covers are manufactured to the highest
standards to secure and protect pallet
contents in storage and in transit. They
are available in shrink and non-shrink in
sizes up to air cargo pallet cover
dimensions, and can be printed up to
eight colours. For every initial order
placed Polythene UK is also giving
away a free heat shrink gas gun
(The Shrink Pro 008). 

Following the launch of
Polythene UK’s ‘Polylite’ polythene
pallet covers the company has also
announced the launch of its new
CO2 reduction certificates available
to any company using their new
shrink pallet covers or any of their
other current ‘Polylite’ offerings.

Mr Woollard explained: “The
2008 Climate Change Act made
the UK the first country in the
world to set legally binding ‘carbon

budgets,’ aiming to cut UK emissions by
at least 80% by 2050. To achieve these
ambitious targets, widespread action is
needed right now. That’s why we have
developed our ‘Polylite’ polythene pallet
covers, and other ‘Polylite’ products, to
help businesses address this issue. Our
new CO2 reductions certificates outline
our customers’ contribution to the
reduction of Carbon across the UK.” ■

Thomas Gunn Navigation Services
Limited, the international chart
supply specialist, has strengthened

the services it provides to the US and
Canadian markets by joining forces with
Vancouver-based Maritime Services Ltd
to form Thomas Gunn Maritime Services
Inc.

This strategic tie-up combines the
ongoing experience of ex-seagoing staff
of both companies together with a high
level of existing in-house expertise to
ensure that customers in this important

geographical region receive the highest
level of chart advice and service available.

Maritime Services Ltd is an ideal
partner for TGNS for this initiative. Located
near the Port of Vancouver, its portfolio of
services makes it a key provider of marine
safety and survival equipment services in
the area. Its 12,800 square feet office
complex houses a broad range of charts,
publications and marine electronics as
well as the capabilities for fully approved
life raft servicing and its new aerospace
servicing facilities.

By working together, both companies
will be able to offer Canada and
North America-based shipowners and
managers a comprehensive range of
products and services as well as the right
targeted advice to ensure efficient, safe
and trustworthy vessel operation.

These include Thomas Gunn Maritime
Services’ own innovative Outfit
Management Service which helps ships
ensure that their index of charts and
publications are kept up to date by the
supply of updates and new editions. ■

Thomas Gunn
Strengthens its role in North America
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